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iAbstract
Fatigue has been a major contributing factor (20% in the last 10 years) to fatal crashes on State
Highway 1 south of Whangarei. Whangarei is located 160km north of Auckland in Region 1 of New
Zealand.An analysis of fatigue related crashes along the route from Maunu Road to Ross Road were
undertaken.  Research was undertaken through the analysis of Land Transport New Zealand’s Crash
Analysis System and a review on literature from New Zealand and other countries on fatigue counter
measures.
This research sets out to determine driver fatigue issues along the route and provide
recommendations for fatigue countermeasures with locations. The crash data was analysed by crash
costs versus crash severity for each grouped site. These sites were then prioritised to obtain the
locations for fatigue counter measures.
The countermeasures recommended looks at preventing fatigue, preventing fatigue crashes and
reducing crash severity. Countermeasures considered are:
• Vibraline
• Clear Zones
• Rest Areas
• Education
• Billboards
• Fatigue Stops
The results of this project indicate a fatigue problem along this route. However, there may be a wider
fatigue problem within the Region that requires further research. The recommendations proposed
would need to be funded and installed in order to be effective in reducing fatigue related crashes
along this route. Education, engineering and enforcement would need to work together to reduce
fatigue and fatigue related crashes
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1. Introduction
Although…we have investigated many accidents in which sleep loss, sleep disorders, fatigue, and
circadian factors are clearly implicated, I don’t think we have the foggiest notion of the true
prevalence of these factors in transportation system accidents. One of the most perplexing problems
our accident investigators face is how to determine what role, if any, fatigue played in a specific
accident. Unlike metal fatigue, human fatigue generally leaves no tell tale signs and we can only
infer its presence from circumstantial evidence (Lauber & Kayten’s 1988 keynote address to the
Association of Professional Sleep Societies  (cited in Brown 1994)).
1.1 Project background
Transit New Zealand (TNZ) is the crown entity responsible for state highways - the strategic roads
and motorways that are about 12% (10,894 km) of all New Zealand's roads. The Board of Transit
New Zealand operates much like a company board. Appointed by the Government, the Board of
Transit New Zealand directs both overall policy and funding allocation.
Transit New Zealand develops, manages and maintains the country's state highways. The state
highway network of 10,894 (5972.5 km in North Island and 4921.9 km in South Island - August
2005) kilometres of major roads and motorways provides a strategic link to 80,000kms of local roads
managed by territorial authorities. State Highways carry 48% of all New Zealand's traffic.
Land Transport New Zealand provides the money for the National Roading Programme for the year
ahead. The money from Land Transport New Zealand is allocated to local authorities that also
contribute some of their own funds from rates. Regional councils are allocated funds for public
transport. State highways, managed by Transit, are fully funded by Land Transport New Zealand, but
there is no fixed level of funding guaranteed.
Land Transport New Zealand also determines standards of maintenance and construction, undertakes
reviews and audits of road controlling authorities, provides advice to local authorities, and develops
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policies for financial assistance including evaluating projects and establishing competitive pricing
procedures.
Since July 1996 Transit New Zealand has not been involved in providing funding to local authorities
for roads. Transit operates as a road controlling authority. Transit prepares an annual National State
Highway Programme and a 10-year Forecast and puts this to Land Transport New Zealand for
approval.
Transit's objective is to operate the state highway system in a way that contributes to an integrated,
safe, responsive and sustainable land transport system. This includes maintaining the state highway
network, developing standards, providing assistance and advice, and liaison with the New Zealand
Police, Land Transport New Zealand and the National Road Safety Committee. Transit also develops
major construction programmes for improving existing state highways and building new ones.
The numbering system on state highways is for internal administrative purposes but it also provides a
good way for road users, particularly strangers to an area and tourists, to travel on the state highway
system by using route numbers. The numbers are chosen according to what is most suitable and
historical precedent. The more important roads of the state highway network have generally been
given single digit numbers while the less important state highways within regional areas are usually
given two digit numbers
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Figure 1–1 – Regions of New Zealand
Councils are divided into either regional or territorial authorities with different functions and
responsibilities. New Zealand has been divided into 24 regions.  The role of a regional council is to
manage the natural resources, environmental planning and all regulations administered at a regional
level. Territorial authorities provide local services such as water, rubbish collection and disposal,
sewage treatment, parks, reserves, street lighting, roads and libraries. They process building and
environmental consents and administer other regulatory tasks.
Northland is named as Region 1. It is the northern most region in New Zealand. It consists of three
District Councils i.e. Far North District Council, Whangarei District Council and Kaipara District
Council. The regional boundary starts at Cape Reinga (northern tip of New Zealand) and ends at the
intersection of State Highway 1 and Ross Road. This region comprises of six state highways (SH1,
10, 11,12,14 & 15A) having a total length of 750.7km.
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Fatigue has been a major contributing factor (20% in the last 10 years) to fatal crashes on State
Highway 1 south of Whangarei. Whangarei is located 160km north of Auckland in Region 1 of New
Zealand.  The State Highway section between Whangarei and the region boundary has seen a 45%
increase in fatigue related crashes from the year 2000 to 2001. Since 2001 the number of fatigue
crashes have remained constant. The topography (northbound) is initially hilly (includes a mountain
pass)and windy,  which then changes to flat and straight. This sudden change in environment may
lead to driver fatigue resulting in crashes. There are no major towns, rest areas nor pull off areas, for
approximately 75km. Fatigue contributes to on-road loss of control crashes that causes head-on
crashes. Off road loss of control crashes result in objects being hit.
Figure 1–2 – Northland Region including Districts
There is a steady increase in the number of people travelling north. This is due to employment, beach
holidays, property investments and economic and social growth. This movement of people has
caused an increase in road usage. However, there has been minimal facilities installed to combat
Investigation Route
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driver fatigue and fatigue related crashes. The Police have called for more rest areas, pull off areas
and vibraline. They also ask that education and awareness be provided. There has been limited work
done to justify fatigue related remedial measures.
The Police reported crash data was analysed on the basis of driver related characteristics, such as
age, gender, blood alcohol level, speed, travel distance and fatigue. This study seeks to determine the
influence and relationship of driver fatigue to on and off road crashes and the remedial measures that
could be implemented to reduce fatigue related crashes.
1.2 Project aim
The aim of the project is to investigate driver fatigue crashes and road user factors on State Highway
1 south of Whangarei in Region 1 of New Zealand and provide recommendations for remedial
measures and locations that address driver fatigue.
1.3 Project objectives
The main objectives of the research project are:
• Conduct a literature review and research and become familiar with driver fatigue issues in
general, and particularly the research that has been done in New Zealand in the past.
• Obtain all fatigue related crashes on State Highway 1 south of Whangarei from route position RP
266/0.00 to route position RP 337/0.00.
• Obtain all crash data for the route. This will include road characteristics, the environment, traffic
volumes and road user data.
• Research and consider fatigue countermeasures, including the provision of rest areas, tactile
markings, additional signage and driver education billboards at various locations along the route.
• Develop a strategy for the implementation of fatigue countermeasures on the selected section.
This should include the recommendation for new measures or the upgrading of existing facilities.
• The strategy should be tested and benchmarked against :
• Obtaining feedback from Transit New Zealand, Land Transport New Zealand, Northland
regional Council, New Zealand Police and other experienced engineers in Northland.
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• Compare the strategy against ‘worlds best practice’ i.e. comparing the proposal against
researched scientific engineering literature.
• If time permits, develop costing and timelines for the introduction of the strategy.
• Report findings through oral presentation at the Project Conference, and in the required written
format.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Definition of an accident
An accident is a rare, random, multifactor event preceded by a situation in which one or more
persons have failed to cope with their environment (Transit New Zealand Accident Investigation
Procedures 1991).
The road transport system is made up of the road, the vehicles and the driver. To understand one of
the factors we need to take into account the whole system. To understand fatigue as a human factor,
the road and vehicle factors also need to be understood.
Figure 2–1 – Road Transport System
2.2 Fatigue/Drowsiness driving
The Road Controlling Authorities and researchers in human factors in transportation are becoming
aware that an increasing number of crashes is as a result of fatigue while driving on Northland roads.
The current statistics show that fatigue contributed to 17% of Northland rural crashes. This is higher
than Group D State Highway and all of New Zealand State Highway percentages. Many
acknowledge that this is likely to be an underestimate of the involvement of fatigue since many
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crashes that are attributed to other causes may also involve fatigue as a contributing factor
(Williamson  & Chamberlain, 2005).
Table 2.2-1- Comparison of crashes
Fatigue Loss of Control on Curve Loss of Control on Straight
Route 18% 40% 19%
Group D 14.5% 15.2% 9.8%
All Northland 17% 15.3% 9%
All of New Zealand 13% 13% 7%
One of the major problems in dealing with the road safety impact of driver fatigue is the difficulty in
detecting when drivers are experiencing fatigue and in particular when fatigue is likely to increase
the incidence of crashes ( Williamson & Chamberlain, 2005).
The process of identification of factors that may have some relationship to the cause of road crashes
has been extensively researched all over the world. This research has been completed using human
factors that are detectable through driver testing (alcohol) or vehicle measurement (speed). However
fatigue is not a tangible effect that can be measured or tested. It does not leave any tell tale signs nor
is there any evidence to show that it was fatigue that contributed to a crash. There is no simple,
reliable way for an investigating police officer to determine whether fatigue was a factor in an
accident (The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents 2001).  The only true evidence is if the
driver or passenger is interviewed and acknowledges that fatigue played a part in the crash.
Therefore it is likely that in the past and at present, fatigue crashes have been masked by other
factors.
There has been extensive research into the development of in vehicle driver monitoring system and
technology to warn drivers that they are entering a state of fatigue. However, Brown 1994, points out
that it will take at least 20 years before we see these measures implemented in cars and the question
remains - will consumers be willing to pay for it?
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2.3 Defining driver fatigue
The phenomenon of fatigue, while heavily researched, does not have a universally accepted
definition. Fatigue has been defined as ‘ a progressive decrement in performance which if not
arrested, will end in sleep and is related to the level of arousal of the driver’ (Ingwersen P 1995, cited
in Smith D,2000).
Drowsiness and fatigue are distinct and separate concepts although in common usage, the terms are
often used interchangeably. Drowsiness, also referred to as sleepiness, refers to the urge to fall
asleep. It is the result of a biological need to sleep that can be irresistible. Fatigue refers to the
reluctance to continue a task as a result of physical or mental exertion or a prolonged period of
performing the same task (Beirness et al, 2004)
Fatigue can be either a phenomenon (which is something which can be observed) or a theoretical
entity such as a hypothetical construct (Haworth NL et al, 1988). This has to be first established. We
will use fatigue as a phenomenon.
Fatigue is further divided by its cause into psychological or physiological factors. Psychological
fatigue is defined as a subjectively experienced disinclination to continue performing the task at
hand. It generally impairs efficiency when individuals continue working after they have become
aware of their fatigue (Brown, 1994). Physiological fatigue occurs as a result of dynamic and static
muscular work, where energy is expended.
Fatigue is also classified in some literature as:
• Physiological (as a result of protracted or heavy physical labour), or
• Psychological ( as a result of stress, emotion or high mental workload) or
• Neurobiological (sleep disorders)
Sleep does not occur spontaneously and without warning. Drivers falling asleep are unlikely to
recollect having done so, but will be aware of the precursory state of increasing sleepiness: probably
reaching a state of fighting off sleep before an accident (Horne & Reyner 1999).  A simple model of
driver fatigue was proposed by Hattori et al. (1987), who demonstrated three stages of driver
performance in extended driving.
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• In stage one, the driver showed characteristics of being alert.
• In stage two, drivers appeared to be sleepy, and had a tendency to decrease their close attention to
safety and to drive gazing vacantly at one unspecified point. The car speed was kept fairly
constant but there was often a delay changing speed in response to change of gradient of the road.
This type of driving has been referred to as highway hypnosis (Williams, 1963, cited in Haworth
N, 1998).
• In stage three the consciousness level of the driver seemed to become even lower and blinking
was extremely reduced. The steering operation became slower than in stage two and zigzag
driving within the permitted lane became more pronounced.  During zigzag driving the car
sometimes crossed the centreline or ran off the road. At this stage a high level of fatigue is
present and vehicle control is difficult to maintain.
2.4 Factors relating to driver fatigue
Dobbie (2002) determined after general consensus that the three main determinants of fatigue are:
• Lack of sleep
• Time of day or circadian factors
• Time spent performing a task.
There is no simple objective test of fatigue, equivalent to a breath analysis for alcohol, which can be
applied after an injury has occurred. The contribution of fatigue needs to be inferred. The inference is
based on well established causal factors implicating fatigue in performance impairment such as time
awake, prior wake-rest schedule, time of day and characteristics of the crash or other injury causing
the event (Feyer 2001).
Driver sleepiness is usually not associated with sleep disorders, but is found typically in healthy
people who had insufficient sleep or were driving at their circadian low point (Horne & Reyner
1999). However, Lisper et al. (cited in Horne & Reyner 1999) aptly remarked, ‘ what is the use of
alerting a driver already aware of the fact that s/he is close to sleep but who unwittingly still
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continues to drive?’  It is possible that sleepiness affects mood, making drivers more optimistic, less
cautious, and even more reckless with their driving (Horne and Reyner, 1999).  When people do not
obtain enough sleep they build up a ‘sleep debt’ (Dobbie, 2002).  This is the difference between the
minimum amount of sleep needed to maintain appropriate levels of alertness and performance, and
the actual amount of sleep obtained. Research has found that as little as two hours sleep loss on one
occasion can result in degraded reaction time, cognitive functioning, memory, mood and alertness
(Dobbie 2002).
Not all people fall asleep due to lack of sleep. Humans possess a neurobiological based sleep-wake
cycle called a circadian rhythm or body clock. There are two periods during a 24hour cycle that
sleepiness is high. The first period is during the night and early morning and the second period is in
the afternoon. During these periods of sleepiness, many functions for example alertness, performance
and mood are degraded (Dobbie 2002).
Prolonged working hours with little or no rest leads to muscular fatigue. Similarly, a prolonged
mental workload with little or no rest will lead to reduced alertness.  As time spent on a task is
increased, the level of fatigue is increased, reaction time is slowed, vigilance and judgement is
reduced and the probability of falling asleep during the task is increased (cited in Dobbie, 2002).
Land Transport New Zealand Fact Sheet 2 list the following as the danger signs of fatigue:
• constant yawning;
• drifting in the lanes;
• sore or heavy eyes;
• trouble keeping your head up;
• delayed reaction;
• daydreaming;
• difficulty remembering the last few kilometres;
• variation in driver speed.
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2.5 Operational definition of fatigue
The role of fatigue in road crashes is difficult to measure due to the absence of an objective test for
the level of fatigue or sleepiness of drivers involved in crashes. Knipling & Wong (1994) states that
the reporting rate of fatigue related crashes in the USA is conservative due to:
• Reporting practices for the citing of driver fatigue/drowsiness varies from state to state. Each
state may or may not have a tick box that says drowsiness/fatigue.
• Drowsiness may be under reported due to a lack of firm evidence upon which to base a police
finding Police may regard available evidence as circumstantial and non-verifiable.
• Crashes involved drivers themselves may not be aware of the role that drowsiness played in their
crashes and thus may not report it to police when interviewed.
• A significant number of crashes involve a ‘drift out of lane’ vehicle path but are not cited as
drowsiness related.
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau has provided an operational definition of fatigue based on
other studies in the United Kingdom and the United States that found similar conclusion to what
defined a fatigue related crash.
The operational definition of fatigue –related crashes :
• Include single vehicle crashes that occurred during ‘critical times’ (midnight – 6am and 2pm –
4pm)
• Include head-on collisions where neither vehicle was overtaking at the time and
• Excludes crashes that:
• occurred on roads with speed limits under 80 kilometres per hour;
• involved pedestrians;
• involved unlicensed drivers;
• involved drivers with high level of alcohol (blood alcohol > 0.05g/100ml)
2.6 Fatigue related countermeasures
A large number of measures have been proposed or implemented with the aim of reducing death and
injury from fatigue-related crashes. Haworth(1998), proposed three aims for fatigue
countermeasures. Firstly to prevent fatigue by maintaining driver alertness. Secondly, to prevent
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fatigued drivers crashing by providing a warning. Thirdly, to reduce the severity of fatigue related
crashes.
It is assumed that drivers engage in a variety of behaviours to fight sleep and to stay awake. Most
things that drivers do to fight sleep when driving are ineffective for more than around 10minutes.
They are only useful in an emergency to provide time for the driver to find somewhere safe to stop
(The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents 2001).
There is also a need that in order to meet the three aims proposed by Haworth, that education,
highway engineering and enforcement should be employed together to help counter fatigue related
crashes.
Brown (1994), showed that evidence suggests that driving fatigue need not be a problem if drivers
are able to match their own speed to traffic demands, within legal constraints; take rest pauses when
desired; refrain from driving during that part of the 24-hour cycle when they would normally be
sleeping; and stop driving before they feel uncertain of coping with the task. If any of these criteria is
relaxed, then fatigue could be dangerous.
2.6.1 Behavioural countermeasures
 Drivers who are experiencing fatigue are likely to obtain only temporary benefits from self initiated
attempts to re-stimulate alertness (Brown 1994).  Given that drivers are usually aware that they are
feeling sleepy, they may employ a range of strategies to help themselves fight sleep and to stay
awake. These may be listening to the radio, changing drivers, turning the air conditioning on,
exercise, conversing, consuming beverages or snacks, slapping the face, opening the car window,
stopping and getting out of the car and napping.
The only safe counter measure to driver sleepiness, particularly when the driver reaches the stage of
fighting sleep, is to stop driving and have a 30minute break encompassing a short (<15 min) nap or a
coffee (about 150mg caffeine), which are very effective if taken together (Horne & Reyner 1999).
However, even these measures are no substitute for sleep.
Nguyen et.al (1998) recommended, for the prevention of alertness deficit, the following criteria for
scheduling:
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• Early rising (before 6h00) should be avoided.
• Extended duration (>16h) of time awake should be avoided.
• At least 7 hours of sleep should be provided
• The length of duty should not exceed 10 hours
• If sleep has been interfered with, the length of duty should be reduced
• Taking a nap.
• Main sleep period should be allocated to night hours.
• Rotation between night and day should be avoided
2.6.2 Education
Educational programs have been most successful at informing people and least successful in
changing behaviour. Haworth (1996) has set the following specific goals for fatigue educational
programs:
• to educate the public of the dangers of fatigue (information);
• to convince people that fatigue is an important road safety issue (attitude change);
• to get people to plan trips better (behaviour change);
• to get people to stop feeling tired (behaviour change).
Two methods of educating drivers about the dangers of driver fatigue and the ways of reducing
driver fatigue have been used: media campaigns and incorporation of fatigue education in driver
training courses. Fatigue advertising has been concentrated to periods leading up to Christmas and
Easter Holidays. In Northland the Northland Road Safety Association hold Driver Reviver rest stops
providing coffee and food during holiday periods.
There have been few evaluations of whether fatigue educational programs actually change behaviour
and thus prevent fatigue-related crashes. However, the evaluation which have been conducted
suggest that fatigue advertising seems to reach and be recalled by the target audience (Haworth,
1996).
2.6.3  Engineering countermeasures
Much of the research into driver fatigue has identified that dull, monotonous roads increase the risk
of sleep related accidents. Unfortunately, it is not feasible to design all roads, such as motorways,
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that are stimulating to drive along. However, there is some highway design and engineering
measures that can be used successfully.
2.6.3.1 Vibraline
As sleep related accidents often involve a vehicle drifting out of the lane, it is thought that rumble
strips along the edge of a road and particularly along the hard shoulder of motorways and rural State
Highways may wake up a drowsy driver and so avoid an accident.
Vibraline are grooved or raised patterns placed on the road edgeline of a roadway that produces both
noise and vibration when a vehicles tyres travel across them. Drowsy drivers are woken when their
tyres cross the rumble strip causing noise and vibrations, and their chances of recovering and
returning safely to the carriageway are increased. On-going monitoring is required of sections with
vibraline to determine the effectiveness that they present. Preliminary evidence shows that there is a
reduction in fatal and serious crashes.
2.6.3.2 Rest areas
Rest areas are areas clear of the road carriageway, where vehicles may park and where basic facilities
such as toilets, picnic tables, bins etcetera are provided.
Major rest areas include combined major rest areas, separated major rest areas and welcome centres.
They cater for both heavy and light vehicles and are separated by a distance of three to four driving
hours. These are preferably placed at the crest of a hill or in a flat area to allow trucks to enter and
leave the site easily. Heavy vehicle parking should be separated from the light vehicle parking areas,
and any recreation facilities. Trees or sound absorbing walls should be used for the separation.
(Austroads 2003 ).
Basic rest areas are provided for light vehicles only. They should be provided at 50km intervals
where the AADT exceeds 1000 and the distance between towns having comparable facilities exceed
50km. Where the AADT exceeds 2500, the rest area intervals should be reduced to 30km. Driver
reviver sites should be placed within rest areas and within 45minutes driving time.
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2.6.3.3 Stopping places
Vehicle stopping areas are roadside facilities that are placed beyond the edge of the shoulder along a
roadway, allowing travellers to safely stop and rest, well clear of the through traffic.
The factors to be considered when determining a new vehicle stopping area should include:
• Topography (preference to stop on crests in hilly areas)
• Width of road reserve
• Scenic or aesthetic value (presence of natural features)
• Potential environment impact
• Volume and type of traffic
• Sight distance (to permit safe access to the facility)
(Austroads 2003)
2.6.4 Enforcement
Dart and McKenzie (1972, cited in Haworth et al 1988), concluded that most single vehicle run off
the road crashes they surveyed resulted from careless driving, driving while in the state of fatigue or
overreaction by inexperienced drivers. They believe that the only effective countermeasure appears
to be the imposition of serious penalties for individuals detected in violation of a traffic regulation.
Enforcement may be more profitably used to identify fatigued drivers before they cause crashes
instead of having a deterrent effect.
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3. Methodology
The aim of the project is to investigate driver fatigue crashes and road user factors on State Highway
1, south of Whangarei in Region 1 of New Zealand and make recommendations for remedial
measures and locations that address driver fatigue.
3.1.1 Literature review
A literature review of driver fatigue/drowsiness research from around the world with emphasis on
research in New Zealand and Australia is to be first completed. This was completed making use of
the USQ library search engines for articles and reports, the World Wide Web and through the MWH
NZ technical library. All the research material was read and summarised into driver
fatigue/drowsiness studies, human factors associated with driver fatigue/drowsiness,
countermeasures and future research still required.
3.1.2 Data sources
Land Transport New Zealand has a crash database in which all reported crashes are recorded. This is
known as LTNZ Crash Analysis System (CAS). The road user crash data, Police Traffic Crash
Reports, environmental factors, severity, time of day, speed, licence status, experience, local or
foreign drivers and crash type factors for the route study will be obtained from CAS. Transit New
Zealand is the Road Controlling Authority for State Highway 1, have an Asset Management
Database known as RAMM. All road characteristics, traffic volumes, previous seal history and
current roadside furniture will be obtained from RAMM.
3.1.3 Crash analysis
The data obtained from CAS will be grouped into urban and rural areas. For urban areas the radius of
the crash grouping will be 35m and 250m in rural areas (Transit New Zealand Accident Investigation
Procedures, 1991). The data range will be from 1 January 1997 to 1 January 2006. The study will
look at all fatigue related crashes only. The data will be plotted on location maps and analysed using
an Excel spreadsheet developed primarily for the analysis of crashes from CAS. An operational
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definition of fatigue (ATSB Report OR 23, May 2002) and Police reported fatigue crashes would be
used to determine the number of fatigue crashes along the route
Once the analysis is completed, a clustering of locations where fatigue is the predominant factor in
the crashes will be obtained. Using this data, a check against any previous fatigue countermeasures
that have been installed and check if there is any existing fatigue countermeasures along the route. A
check of design guidelines for the provision of fatigue countermeasure facilities, like rest areas,
vibraline, education, truck stops and fatigue stop areas will be identified.
3.1.4 Strategy development for fatigue countermeasures
A strategy for the implementation of the fatigue countermeasures will be developed. The sites will be
prioritised on crash costs versus crash severity and on a rough order cost that will be completed for
each countermeasure recommended.
The strategy will be benchmarked and tested by obtaining feedback from Transit New Zealand, Land
Transport New Zealand, Northland Regional Council, New Zealand Police and experienced
Transportation engineers in Northland. The strategy will be compared to researched scientific
engineering literature to determine Worlds Best Practice.
If time permits, a benefit cost ratio (BCR) calculation will be completed; full costing of the
countermeasures and timelines for the introduction and implementation of the strategy will be
developed.
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4. Risk assessment
A risk assessment of the research project was completed and found to be low. This is due to most of
the work being done in the office. The highest risk would be during site visits and during the report
writing phase of the project. During site visits, passing vehicles pose the highest risk and while
taking photos in the live lane, extra care has to be taken so that sight distance requirements are met,
so that there is enough time to get out of the live lane. During report writing, the risk is that the
computer hard disk could crash and all the information will be lost.
During the site visits a Traffic Management Plan has to be prepared in accordance with Transit New
Zealand’s Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management and approved by the Traffic
Management Co-ordinator before embarking on a site visit. The requirements for a mobile operation
are a high visibility jacket, flashing orange beacon, parked of the carriageway with hazard lights on
and a TW27 (Road Inspection) clearly visible on the back of the vehicle.
At all times whilst writing the report, the document should be saved regularly and backed up on a
flash disk. All the research data files will be stored on a flash disk and on a hard disk.
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5. Route analysis
This study route begins within the urban area of Whangarei and ends at the region boundary known
as Ross Road. The length of the route is 69.83km with varying topology. The lane widths and the
traffic volumes vary throughout making it difficult to get a true understanding of the crashes. I have
divided the route into three parts with similar traffic volumes and lane width.
Route Route Position Length Urban/Rural
Maunu Rd – Toe
Toe Rd
266/0.00 –
266/3.581
3.58km Urban
Toe Toe Rd –
Shoemaker Rd
266/3.581 –
303/0.00
33.05km Rural
Shoemaker Rd –
Ross Rd
303/0.00 –
337/0.00
33.18km Rural
5.1 Road characteristics
The road characteristics are the physical properties of the environment that makes up the road
carriageway and road reserve. The road characteristics to be examined were road and shoulder width,
curve radii, delineation, road surface and traffic volumes.
5.1.1 Lane widths
The average pavement width along the entire route varies between 7.0m and 10.0m. Figure 5–1
below shows the typical cross section for the route. The shoulder widths are between 0.50m and
1.50m.
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Figure 5–1 – Typical cross section
5.1.2 Delineation
5.1.2.1 Road signs and pavement markings
All signs and markings are installed in accordance with Transit New Zealand’s Manual of Traffic
Signs and Markings Part 1 and Part 2. All signs and marking are checked for damage and wear on a
monthly routine maintenance cycle.
5.1.2.2 Edge marker posts
Edge marker posts are used to delineate the alignment of the road ahead, especially horizontal and
vertical curves. Edge marker posts fitted with retro-reflective devices form a primary aid for night
time driving. They are a useful guidance for drivers but are not a substitute for standard warning
signs. They are normally installed to produce a smooth flowing pattern of delineation that defines the
edge of the trafficable portion of the carriageway.
Figure 5–2 shows the three types of edge marker posts available for use on state highways. Figure 5–
3 and Figure 5–4 show the application of edge marker posts on rural state highways that have an
annual average daily traffic (AADT) of greater that 1500.
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Figure 5–2 – Edge marker posts for State Highways
Figure 5–3 – Edge marker posts on left hand rural curves – AADT >1500
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Figure 5–4 – Edge marker posts on right hand rural curves – AADT >1500
5.1.2.3 Reflectorised raised pavement markers
Raised pavement markers provide better definition of traffic lanes and centrelines. They also
provide:
• Close and distant delineation of the road alignment at night,
• enhanced visibility in wet conditions, and
• audible and tactile signals when traversed by vehicle wheels.
Reflectorised raised pavement markers may be used as an enhancement to the appropriate line
marking on course textured surfaces such as chip seals or in conjunction with non-reflective ceramic
raised pavement markers on fine textured surfaces such as asphaltic and cement concrete.
All reflectorised raised pavement markers are installed in accordance with Whangarei District
Council’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings Part 2.
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5.1.3 Road surface
The length of the route is 69.83km long. The road surface varies along the entire route. The
commonly used surfacing is either a first coat seal with a grade 2 chip or a second coat seal with a
grade 3/5 chip. At major intersections (State Highway and State Highway intersection), asphaltic
concrete has been used due to the heavy wear on the pavement.
The skid resistance of the pavement is tested on a six monthly basis using the Sideway-force
Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine (SCRIM). The results are used to determine the sites that
require remedial treatment in the following re-seal season.
5.1.4 Traffic volumes
The traffic volumes for the three sections are shown below in Table 5.1-1.
Table 5.1-1 – Traffic volume
Road sections Traffic volumes Length %HCV
Section 1 – Maunu Road – Toe
Toe Road
Count Station 268
20100
3.58km 6%
Section 2 – Toe Toe Road –
Shoemaker Road
Count Station 287
11600
33.05km 9.9%
Section 3 – Shoemaker Road –
Ross Road
Count Station 309
7580
33.19km 16.6%
The traffic volumes decrease the further south we get from the main town of Whangarei. However
due to the logging industry, location of the oil refinery and the deep water port south of Whangarei,
there is an increase in HCV traffic volumes.
5.1.5 Land use
As part of the Port relocation, there is a planned expansion of commercial, industrial and residential
between Portland and Ruakaka.  This expansion is to take place near and on the eastern coastline.
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From an infrastructure perspective the existing network connections to the State Highway will
service this area, which will effectively be a dormitory of Whangarei.  When maturity is reached
there will be significant traffic between this development and Whangarei.  This will be a mix of
commuter traffic and commercial traffic (Oppenhuis & Payne 2003).
5.1.6 District plan – population trends
Information from the Whangarei District Council Strategic Plan 2002-2017 shows the population of
Whangarei District stands at 70,300 (estimate as at 30 June 2000) and is projected to increase to
78,400 over the next 20 years. The population is growing at a slightly lower rate than the national
average and this trend is predicted to continue. However, the demand for land for subdivision and
development, especially to the south and along the coastline, is predicted to increase.
With the completion of the new port at Marsden Point and the expected associated growth,
Whangarei District has developed a ‘Structure Plan’ to accommodate for this.
The forecast growth has initiated some changes to the Whangarei District Plan. These include an
extra:
• 126 hectares for heavy industry,
• 113 hectares for service industries, and
• 21 hectares for residential development.
In addition some areas have been earmarked as ‘future zones’. For this, Council has set aside:
• 141 hectares for future industry,
• 155 hectares for future residential development at Ruakaka and a further 194 hectares south of
One Tree Point, and
• 84 hectares for future marine village proposal
This growth will be largely influenced by external factors and likewise, the associated population
growth will also be influenced in a similar manner. For this reason WDC have not undertaken any
population growth projections; however it can be assumed that there will be a significant increase in
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the population. Associated with this will be an increase in traffic volume in the area and on the State
Highway as it will be a vital link in and out of the area.
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5.2 Existing facilities
This section looks at the existing facilities provided along the route to counter driver fatigue.
5.2.1 Rest areas
Table 5.2-1 shows the rest areas available on the study route. Two rest areas are within the urban
area and one is within rural area. There is minimal or no facilities provided at these rest areas.
Table 5.2-1 – Rest areas on route
Name Route Position Northbound/
Southbound
Facilities
T* BBQ* TBL* W S
Lookout Hill 266/4.33 Southbound
only
* * *
Uretiti Fatigue Stop
Pad
292/5.26 Northbound
Kaiwaka Township 319/7.58 Northbound *
Facilities: T – Toilets, BBQ – Barbeque, TBL – Tables, W – Water, S - Shelter
5.2.2 Passing lanes
Table 5.2-2 shows the existing passing lanes that have been installed along the route.  There is an
even distribution of northbound and southbound passing lanes available.
Table 5.2-2 – Passing lanes on route
Name Location Length North/South
Rewarewa Road South 266/2.813 – 3.504 691m Southbound
Lookout Hill 266/4.25 – 5.08 835m Northbound
Smeatons Hill North 273/0.85 – 1.64 792m Southbound
Smeatons Hill South 273/1.27 – 2.56 1292m Northbound
Mangapai Mangrove Flats 273/7.40-8.38 985m Southbound
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Hewletts Road South 273/9.77 – 10.85 1074m Northbound
Flyger Road South 273/14.36 – 15.35 993m Southbound
Tauroa 273/16.17 – 17.19 1016m Northbound
Lagoon Bridge South 292/3.723 – 4.52 797m Southbound
Uretiti 292/6.66 – 7.38 715m Northbound
Brooks 292/4.07 – 5.229 1159m Northbound
Brynderwyn North 303/7.06 – 11.35 4281m Southbound
Brynderwyn South No.1 303/11.54 – 11.83 295m Northbound
Brynderwyn South No. 2 303/12.77 – 13.25 474m Northbound
Piroa Bridge South 303/14.06 – 14.57 510m Southbound
Bald Rock Road North 319/2.32 – 2.81 494m Northbound
Mountain Road North 319/3.95 – 4.28 325m Southbound
Kaiwaka North 319/6.31 – 7.58 1272m Northbound
Kaiwaka Township 319/8.38 – 9.19 805m Southbound
Tunnel Hill 319/10.46 – 11.40 932m Northbound
Ross Road North 319/15.30 – 16.41 1108m Southbound
5.2.3 Clear zoned sections
Transit New Zealand’s clear zone concept was introduced in the Draft Geometric Design Manual
(2003). The first trial was conducted on State Highway 1, south of Whangarei. A 6.2km length of
State Highway was clear zoned, removing trees, protecting culverts, increasing shoulder widths and
piping drains to increase recovery area. This section of clear zone area was 7.9km south of
Whangarei.
5.2.4 Vibraline
Vibraline was installed in 2003 due to the increase in number of fatigue related crashes in 2001 and
2002. A 500m section was first treated and a further 1000m was later treated with vibraline. The
section treated is on a straight section of State Highway known as the Waipu Straights. It is 35km
south from Whangarei.
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5.2.5 Existing fatigue billboards
There are two existing billboards installed on State Highway 1 south of Whangarei. These are fatigue
related billboards. One in the northbound direction approximately 37.6km from Whangarei and one
in the southbound direction approximately 22.5km away from Whangarei.
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6. Crash analysis
The crash data was obtained from the Land Transport New Zealand’s Crash Analysis System (CAS).
All crashes in New Zealand attended by a Police Officer are recorded in the Crash Analysis System.
It is a central database on a secure server on the Internet. All crashes in the database are geocoded
and therefore can be grouped and mapped according to black spots. The database is also used for
monitoring black spot sites identified during Crash reduction studies.
The crash data analysed was from the 1 January 1996 to the 31 December 2005 (10 years) using the
operational definition of fatigue. The section of State Highway 1, from the intersection of Maunu
Road (RP 266/0.00) to Ross Road (RP337/0.00), was analysed to obtain a better understanding of
fatigue related characteristics and possible hotspot locations where fatigue has contributed to the
crash occurring.
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau’s operational definition of fatigue –related crashes are:
• Include single vehicle crashes that occurred during ‘critical times’ (midnight – 6am and 2pm –
4pm)
• Includes head-on collisions where neither vehicle was overtaking at the time
• Excludes crashes that:
• occurred on roads with speed limits under 80 kilometres per hour;
• involved pedestrians;
• involved unlicensed drivers;
• involved drivers with high level of alcohol (blood alcohol > 0.05g/100ml)
Due to the length of the route (70km) and the varied traffic volumes, the route has been divided into
three sections for the fatigue crash, crash rate and crash cost analysis
• Section 1 – Maunu Road to Toe Toe Road (50/80km/h speed zones)
• Section 2 – Toe Toe Road to Shoemaker Road (100km/h speed zone)
• Section 3 – Shoemaker Road to Ross Road (50/70/100km/h speed zones)
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6.1.1 Crash data analysis
Table 5.2-1 shows the reported crash statistics for all crashes along the route. The fatigue related
crashes, using the operational definition, is shown as a number and a percentage of the total injury
crashes. Only the injury crashes were used because non-injury crashes do not have a crash cost
associated with it and therefore is not used in crash cost and crash rate analysis. The crash data is for
a ten year period from the 1 January 1996 to 31 December 2005.
Table 5.2-1- All reported crashes within route – 1996 to 2005
Year Fatal Serious Minor
Non
Injury
Total
Crashes
Fatigue
% of Injury
Fatigue
1996 6 15 44 82 147 8 12
1997 4 12 27 68 111 9 21
1998 9 12 28 81 130 6 12
1999 7 10 24 104 145 5 12
2000 10 8 18 54 90 6 16.5
2001 7 7 20 80 114 11 32
2002 8 8 21 64 101 13 35
2003 5 9 41 87 142 10 18
2004 1 21 53 85 160 12 16
2005 3 7 40 79 129 11 22
Total 60 109 316 784 1269 91 19.6
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6.1.2 Fatigue crash severity
All injury severity is classified as fatal, serious or minor.
Fatal : Injuries that result in death within 30 days of a crash
Serious : Fractures, concussion, internal injuries, crushing, severe cuts and lacerations,
severe general shock necessitating medical treatment and any injury involving
removal to and detention in hospital.
Minor : Injuries which are not serious but which require first aid or cause discomfort or
pain to the person injured.
Southbound Severity Northbound Severity
Figure 6–1 – Crashes by severity
There have been 19 fatal, 19 serious, 49 minor and 4 non-injury crashes in the last 10 years. Thirteen
of the fatal crashes occurred in the southbound direction and six occurred in the northbound
direction. The severity of crashes in the northbound direction appears to be reducing. The fatigue
fatal crash severity in the southbound direction appears to be reducing; however the minor injury
crashes are increasing.
6.1.3 Direction of travel
There were 40 crashes that occurred in the northbound direction and 51 crashes in the southbound
direction. This shows that there are a more crashes occurring when people are travelling away from
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the town of Whangarei than toward the town. Table 5.2-2 shows the direction of travel for vehicle
involved in fatigue related crashes
Table 5.2-2 - Direction of travel for fatigue crashes
Route Northbound Direction –
Travelling toward Whangarei
Southbound Direction –
Travelling from Whangarei
SH1N 40 51
6.1.3.1 Casualties
There have been 28 deaths, 38 serious injuries and 83 minor injuries as a result of the 87 injury
crashes along the route.
6.1.4 Movement types
The predominant vehicle movement type as a result of fatigue were loss of control on curve or head-
on and loss of control on straight or head-on
Fifty one percent of the crashes were as a result of loss of control on straight or head-on and forty
eight percent were as a result of loss of control on bend or head-on. One percent was due to
miscellaneous movement type. Figure 6–2 shows the vehicle movement types for the route.
It appears that there is no one-vehicle movement type that is predominant. Loss of control on curves
or head-on and loss of control on straight or head-on contribute approximately the same, in terms of
number of crashes and severity, to fatigue related crashes along the route.
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Table 5.2-3 – Vehicle movement types
Movement Fatal Serious Minor Non
Injury
Total
LOC Curves/Head
On
10 10 24 - 44
LOC Straights /
Head On
9 9 24 4 46
Miscellaneous
Crashes
- - 1 - 1
Total 19 19 49 4 91
Southbound Northbound
Figure 6–2 – Vehicle movement types
6.1.5 Objects struck
To further develop an understanding of the crash pattern and consequences, objects struck relative to
movement types were analysed. The objects struck can also be categorised as a hazard within the
clear zone.  Table 5.2-4 shows the object struck within the road reserve by vehicle movement type
and severity.
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Collision with ditches contributed to the most number of injury crashes. Collision with trees
contributed to the most number of fatal crashes.  Ditches and trees within the clear zone contributed
to the most number of injury crashes. These objects are hazards within the clear zone, and are being
hit by vehicles leaving the carriageway.
Table 5.2-4 – Object struck by movement type
LOC Bend / Head-on LOC Straight / Head-onObject Struck
Fatal Serious Minor Non
Injury
Fatal Serious Minor Non-Injury
Ditch 1 6 10 - 2 3 11 1
Trees 2 1 6 - 2 1 1 -
Cliff/Bank - - 4 - - - 3 -
Over edge of bank - - 1 - - - 1 -
Fence/letterbox - 2 4 - 1 - 10 3
Guardrail - - 1 - - - 1 -
Utility pole 1 - 2 - - 1 4 -
Into water, river or sea - - - - - - 1 -
Bridge - - - - - 1 1 -
Other - - 1 - 1 - 1 -
Traffic Signs - - 1 - - - 1 -
Kerb - - 1 - - - - -
Total 4 9 31 - 6 6 35 4
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All Crashes - 1996-2005
Dr iven or  accompanied animals
Cl i f f , bank or  r etaining wal l  (upr ight)
Over  edge of  bank
Guar d or  guide r ai l
Tr af f ic i sland or  median
Ker b (di r ectly contr ibuting to cr ash)
Par ked motor  vehicle
(N/ A)
Br oken down vehicle, wor kman's vehicle, taxis picking up, etc
Tr af f ic signals or  signal  bol lar ds
(N/ A)
Wi ld animal , str ay, or  out of  contr ol
Objects thr own at or  dr opped onto vehicles
Obj ect s st r uck ( may have >1 per  cr ash)
Non Injury
Minor injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Crashes
Figure 6–3 – Object struck
6.1.6 Brightness
It appears that there is no distinct pattern for brightness. Crashes are occurring during the day and
during the night in approximately the same percentage. Brightness may not be a contributing factor
to fatigue crashes occurring.
Figure 6–4 – Brightness
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Table 5.2-5 – Brightness by number
Brightness Number
Sun 35
Dark 32
Overcast 20
Twilight 4
6.1.7 Crashes by month
Figure 6–5 show the fatigue crash distribution for the year over a 10 year period. October has the
highest number of crashes, with November and January having the second highest number of
crashes. February through to June appears to be evenly distributed.
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Figure 6–5 – Crashes by month of the year
Figure 6–6 show the distribution of crashes based on the month of the year and the time of day.
There is a pattern for the time of day and each month. It appears that the most crashes are occurring
during mid afternoon and early morning. Even though November has the highest number of crashes,
the crash severity is distributed evenly throughout the year.
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Figure 6–6 – Spatial distribution - month of the year
6.1.8 Crashes by day of the week
The crashes over the week appear evenly distributed with Sunday having the highest number of
crashes and Wednesday having the lowest number of crashes. However crashes are occurring
throughout the week and there is no distinct pattern.
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Figure 6–7 – Crashes by day of the week
6.1.9 Crashes by time of day
There appears to be a distinct pattern for the time of day that fatigue related crashes are occurring.
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Dobbie (2002) determined after general consensus that the three main determinants of fatigue are:
• Lack of sleep
• Time of day or circadian factors
• Time spent performing a task.
The circadian factors appear to be contributing to fatigue crashes occurring along the route. The first
grouping with the most number of crashes are occurring during midday and 6pm. The second
grouping is between 3am and 9am.
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Figure 6–8 – Crashes by time of day
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Figure 6–9 – Crashes by time of day - graph
6.1.10 Weather conditions
The distribution of crashes for weather conditions shows that 75 (82%) crashes occurred in fine
conditions. Therefore weather is not a contributing factor fatigue crashes occurring.
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Figure 6–10 – Weather condition
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6.2 Road user characteristics
The road users are people and vehicles that make use of the road. The characteristics are type of
vehicle, male or female, age groups, types of license and ethnicity.
6.2.1 Vehicles involved
The vehicles involved were cars, vans, trucks and a bus. Eighty two percent of all vehicles involved
were cars, with vans being 14% and trucks 11%. Trucks do not heavily use this route as they only
feature as 12% of the total number of vehicles involved in fatigue crashes.
Table 6.2-1 – Vehicles contributing to fatigue crashes
Vehicles Number Percentage
Car 90 82%
Van/Ute 13 14%
Truck 11 12%
Bus 1 1%
Total 115 100%
6.2.2 Casualty ethnicity
This route is the only route to Region 1 and has a number of tourist features. Therefore there are
foreigners and tourist who are unfamiliar with this area using the road.  Table 6.2-2 shows the driver
casualty for injury only. The ethnicity that shows the highest number of casualties is not known. This
may be due to Police reporting and is subjective.
Table 6.2-2 – Driver casualty ethnicity
Ethnicity Number Percentage
European 29 26%
Maori 12 10%
Samoan 1 1%
Asian 2 2%
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Other 2 2%
Unknown 66 59%
Total 112 100%
6.2.3 License status
Sixty three percent of the injury crashes were by driver holding a full New Zealand License. Of
these, 67% were male drivers and 33% were female drivers. The drivers with overseas licenses
contributed to 7% of the total injury crashes. It appears that people with New Zealand license and are
therefore New Zealanders are contributing to fatigue related crashes.
Table 6.2-3 – Types of license
Type of License –
Injury Crashes
Male Female Total
Full 37 18 55
Learner 4 1 5
Restricted 6 2 8
Never licensed 3 0 3
Disqualified 1 0 1
Overseas 3 3 6
Expired 1 0 1
Other/unknown 3 5 8
Total 58 29 87
6.2.4 Drivers at fault by age
The drivers between the ages of 30 – 39 years contributed to 22% of the crashes. However, the
distribution through the age group is even. Drivers from the age of 15 to 60 are contributing to
fatigue related crashes.
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Table 6.2-4 – Drivers by age
Drivers at fault –
Injury Crashes
Male Female Total
15-19 years 9 2 11
20-24 9 5 14
25-29 7 2 9
30-39 11 8 19
40-49 11 1 12
50-59 5 5 10
60-69 4 2 6
70+ 2 3 5
Total 58 28 87
6.3 Crashes by location
Table 6.3-1 shows each crash location and the severity per crash at each location for each year from
2001 – 2005. This period is only shown due to the almost 50% increase in fatigue related crashes
from 2000 to 2001. This data will be part of the strategy to locate possible fatigue countermeasure
installation locations along the route.
Table 6.3-1- Crash locations per year
CRASH ROAD SIDE ROAD TOTAL FATAL SERIOUS MINOR Non Inj
2005
1N/319/15105 350 E ORUAWHARO ROAD 2 2 1 0 1 0
1N/273/12934 1200 E COTTON ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
1N/319/13685 1070 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
1N/273/3500 3500 S MAUNGAKARAMEA
ROAD
1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/292/2351 400 S MARSDEN POINT ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/13075 1680 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/292/974 50 S SANDFORD ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/6303 600 W TOTARA ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
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1N/319/12060 350 S OTIORO ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/9711 600 E HEWLETT ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
2004
1N/303/8755 1900 S WAIPU GORGE ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/303/2506 1500 S MILLBROOK ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/14555 200 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
1N/273/9411 300 S HEWLETT ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/3838 1000 N MOUNTAIN ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/15455 700 E ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/266/4356 770 S TOE TOE ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/303/6605 250 N WAIPU GORGE ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/7814 170 N TOTARA ROAD S 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/11288 20 S SCHISKA ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/6303 600 W TOTARA ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/303/4794 500 N GLENMOHR ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
2003
1N/292/9139 490 S NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/292/10046 400 N SHOEMAKER ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/292/1701 250 N MARSDEN POINT ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/5311 390 S MANGAPAI ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/9356 400 S SETTLEMENT ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/3838 1000 N MOUNTAIN ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/7274 580 N KAIWAKA MANGAWHAI
ROAD
1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/11734 I COTTON ROAD 1 1 0 0 0 1
1N/319/11288 20 S SCHISKA ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/266/5236 500 N LOOP ROAD N 1 1 0 1 0 0
2002
1N/273/17685 450 N SH 15A 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/14555 200 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/319/13685 1070 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/273/9411 300 S HEWLETT ROAD 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/292/8049 600 N NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/11008 100 N WAIKOKOPA STM BR 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/3500 3500 S MAUNGAKARAMEA
ROAD
1 1 0 1 0 0
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1N/273/2651 2270 N MANGAPAI ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/292/3254 320 S DOCTORS HILL ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
1N/292/6538 1000 N URETITI ROAD 1 1 0 0 0 1
1N/273/16496 900 N PRESCOTT ROAD 1 1 0 0 0 1
1N/292/9139 490 S NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 1 1 0 1 0 0
1N/303/1406 400 S MILLBROOK ROAD 1 1 0 0 0 1
2001
1N/303/2506 1500 S MILLBROOK ROAD 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/319/1380 1380 S SH 12 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/273/12934 1200 E COTTON ROAD 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/319/15105 350 E ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/17685 450 N SH 15A 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/319/14555 200 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/292/10046 400 N SHOEMAKER ROAD 1 1 0 0 1 0
1N/273/5311 390 S MANGAPAI ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
1N/273/11734 I COTTON ROAD 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/273/7083 A MANGAPAI RIV BR 1 1 1 0 0 0
1N/303/5594 300 S GLENMOHR ROAD 1 1 0 1 0 0
6.4 Conclusion on crash analysis
From the crash analysis, the data shows that the crashes in the southbound direction are more than
the crashes in the northbound direction. This means that more people are having a fatigue related
crash after leaving Whangarei or travelling away from Whangarei than travelling toward Whangarei.
Crashes in the southbound direction have always been high over the 10 year period.
There is a definite pattern of crashes occurring in the time zones recognised as having an effect on
circadian rhythms.  The most number of fatigue crashes is occurring from midday to 6pm. However,
the highest number of crashes is occurring during midday and 3pm.
Cars and vans have the highest contribution of injury crashes. This represents the travelling public
between Whangarei and Auckland and vice versa. Trucks only contributed 12% to the overall injury
crashes. Therefore trucks are not a major contributory factor to fatigue crashes.
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Even though Northland has a number of tourist features and contributes to the tourism industry, only
7% of the crashes were drivers with an overseas license. There were 63% of drivers with New
Zealand licenses that were involved with fatigue related crashes. This shows that drivers who are
aware of the driving conditions in New Zealand cause these crashes.
The fatigue crashes show people across the driving age group and is therefore not predominant in
one specific age group. There is a definite need for education of drivers across New Zealand.
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7. Design guidelines for fatigue countermeasures
Roads will continue to be an important part of our transport system for the foreseeable future by
providing for the safe and operationally efficient movement of goods and people. A balanced
approach towards road planning and design can improve road safety and public amenity (Austroads
Rural Road Design 2003).
As part of this project a number of different manuals will be used to determine the design standards
for the provision of fatigue countermeasures. The countermeasures considered are rest areas,
delineation, clear zone and billboards.
7.1 Rest areas
Rest areas are suitable areas of surplus road reserve that have or can be developed to form an
attractive off road stopping place for road users. They must have safe entry and exit points readily
negotiable by cars with or without trailers or caravans and trucks. The Transit New Zealand's State
Highway Control Manual (2004) gives the requirements for location, frequency and facilities at rest
areas on State Highways.
The location must have some suitable qualities. The more the better but not less than two of:
• Historic interest
• Panorama
• Intimate local landscape
• Watercourse or body or still water
• Shade
• Insulation from highway traffic
• Open space for safe play
The frequency of rest areas should be related to the qualities of the area and not be selected on a
distance from the last one basis although a desirable upper limit for spacing is about 1hours travel
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time. Rest areas would not normally be formed near a city or town that provides suitable stopping
facilities.
Transit New Zealand's has a firm policy of avoiding any participation in the provision or
maintenance of toilet facilities at rest areas. This is largely due to the vandalism that occurs at these
facilities and the virtual impossibility for Transit of maintaining the continuous supervision that
would be necessary to avoid the high maintenance and repair costs.
Transit New Zealand's has a responsibility under the Litter Act 1979 for ensuring that rubbish
facilities are provided at each rest area and maintained and emptied on a regular basis.
7.2 Delineation
Traffic signs and markings are provided to aid in a safe and orderly movement of traffic. Their
functions include the regulation of manoeuvres, the warning of hazards not readily identifiable, the
guidance of drivers in reaching destinations or selecting routes and the delineation of the route
(Freeman & Morgan 2003).
Transit New Zealand’s Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings Part 1 and Part 2 is used for the
provision of delineation on the State Highway carriageway.
7.2.1 Signs
7.2.1.1 Regulatory
The regulatory signs, including parking signs are covered by legislation, which makes it illegal for a
driver to disobey the sign message. These signs are readily distinguishable from other signs. They are
standardised by shape and colour combination.
7.2.1.2 Warning signs
These signs inform road users of unusual or hazardous conditions on the road ahead. They have a
standard diamond shape, except for some cases where this is not practical. There are 2 types of
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warning signs; temporary and permanent. Temporary warning signs have a black on reflectorised
orange background and permanent warning signs have a black on reflectorised yellow background
7.2.1.3 Guide signs
Guide signs inform road users of the direction and distances to places on the road ahead and or on
intersecting roads. These signs should give road users a directional message clearly and at the correct
time. These are grouped into advance direction, confirmation direction and intersection direction.
7.2.1.4 Motorist service and tourist signs
These signs may be used to identify services that are commonly required by travellers, can be
identified by internationally recognised symbols and are located adjacent to the road or on a
reasonable distance on a side road.
7.2.2 Markings
Pavement markings fall into three classifications – longitudinal lines, transverse lines and pavement
words or symbols. The pavement markings for the control of moving traffic are white. Yellow is
used to assist in the designation of certain parking restrictions.
The particular value of pavement markings is that they can be placed on the road surface, where the
drivers eye is fixed for most of the time, and will provide a continuous form of delineation of the
vehicle path.
7.2.2.1 Paint
The properties required is that it should have a reasonably long life (3 –12 months plus) and that it
should hold glass beads, it should not discolour, should dry relatively quickly (5min or less in
average daytime conditions) and be easily sprayed with available equipment.
7.2.2.2 Thermoplastic
This markings is a hot applied material requiring machinery which will heat it to about 300 degrees
celcius before application. It may be sprayed or extruded. It is longer lasting than paint but is more
expensive. However, it does have a longer life compared to paint in high wear situations.
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7.3 Clear Zone
In spite of careful attention to the geometric design of roads and the application of safety and
guidance devices, such as pavement markings and traffic signs, vehicles do occasionally run off the
road (Transit New Zealand's Draft Geometric Design Manual 2002). There are a number of reasons
why this happens, including:
• Driver fatigue or inattention
• Excessive speed
• Driving under influence of alcohol or drugs
• Collision avoidance
• Roadway conditions such as ice, snow or rain
• Vehicle component failure
• Poor visibility.
On high speed roads, a clear traversable width of about 9 m from the edge of the traffic lane allows
the drivers of about 80 percent of vehicles that run off the road to regain control with minimum
damage to both vehicles and occupants. This area is termed the 'clear zone' and it must be kept free
of obstacles or contain only objects which will collapse or break away on impact without
significantly damaging errant vehicles
Although the clear zone concept is normally applied to unkerbed rural roads an appropriate speed
related clear zone should also be provided in urban areas, especially on new construction works.
Clear zone width is measured from the outside edge of the adjacent traffic lane and includes the any
adjacent auxiliary traffic lanes, shoulders, medians, verges, footpaths and traversable batters.
Obstacles located in the clear zone should be removed, relocated, made breakaway, or shielded by
guardrail or crash cushions.
Clear zone requirements
To be regarded as part of the clear zone the roadside area:
• Should be traversable and relatively flat, i.e. Side slopes must be   1:6,
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• side slopes must not be steeper than 1:4 on embankments and 1:3 in cuttings,
• side slope must have changes rounded in a manner that ensures all wheels of an errant vehicle
remain in contact with the ground, to assist the driver to regain control of their vehicle, and
• must be clear of large, fixed objects such as trees with an ultimate trunk diameter greater than
100mm, structure support piers, culvert headwalls and large solid objects.
Figure 7–1 – Typical clear zone cross sections
7.4 Billboards
Billboards are an effective component of Road Safety Campaigns. They can convey messages to the
motoring public and can provide positive road safety reminders.
The criteria for the installation of billboards within the State Highway road reserve are:
• The application needs to be in writing to Transit New Zealand's Regional office.
• Billboard themes should relate to recognised road safety issues relevant to the specific section of
State Highway on which they are installed.
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• May generally only be installed on rural State Highways where the speed limit is greater than 70
km/h
• Shall be erected on straight sections of State Highway where the approach site distance to the
sign shall be nominally 250m, but not less than 200m. The sign should be on the left hand side
facing oncoming traffic.
• Shall be located no closer than 200m from any official traffic sign or intersection.
• All billboards shall be mounted on two white frangible cantilever poles in accordance with
Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings, the Road Safety Manufacturers Association (RSMA)
Standard and current good practice. Diagonal bracing of the support poles is not permitted.
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8. Strategy development
The major part of this research is to determine a strategy for the implementation of fatigue
countermeasures on State Highway1. The sites will be grouped within a 250m radius for rural and
prioritised by crash costs per site. The fatigue countermeasures will be recommended for each site or
if sites are close together then a route treatment will be investigated.
8.1 Site investigation
The Land Transport Crash Analysis System was used to group the fatigue crashes into sites.
The criteria for grouping the sites are:
Urban – all crashes that have occurred within a 70 by 70 metre area or using a radius of 35m
during the 10 year study period. An urban area is defined as having a speed limit of 70km/h
and below.
Rural – all crashes that have occurred within a 510 by 510 metre area or using a radius of
250m during the 10 year study period. A rural area is defined as having a speed limit of
greater than 70km/h.
Table 8.1-2shows the grouping of the crashes into sites having 2 and more crashes. This grouping
will be used to determine possible locations for rest areas, vibraline installation, billboard signs and
delineation.
Table 8.1-2 shows the sites with increasing crash costs. The sites four sites highlighted in red have
been identified for fatigue crash countermeasures. The eight sites in black have already had fatigue
countermeasures of vibraline and clear zoning completed in 2003/2004.
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Table 8.1-1 – Social cost based on crash severity (NZ Ministry of Transport, 2006)
Severity (Per Crash) Social Cost (June 2006)
Fatal Crash $3,721,000
Serious Crash $649,000
Minor Crash $81,000
Table 8.1-2 – Sites identified for fatigue countermeasures
Crash Route - All Fatigue Crashes Grouped within a 250m Radius
Crash Road Side Road Fatal Serious Minor Injury Cost of Crashes
SH 1N A MANGAPAI RIV BR 2 1 0 3 $8,091,000
SH 1N 200 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 2 1 4 $5,100,000
SH 1N 600 W TOTARA ROAD 1 1 1 3 $4,451,000
SH 1N 490 S NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 1 1 0 2 $4,370,000
SH 1N 350 E ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 2 4 $4,532,000
SH 1N 1200 E COTTON ROAD 1 1 0 2 $4,679,000
SH 1N 1070 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 1 0 2 $4,370,000
SH 1N 350 S OTIORO ROAD 1 0 1 2 $3,802,000
SH 1N 50 S SANDFORD ROAD 1 0 1 2 $3,802,000
SH 1N 1680 W ORUAWHARO ROAD 1 0 1 2 $3,802,000
SH 1N 1500 S MILLBROOK ROAD 1 0 1 2 $3,802,000
SH 1N 300 S HEWLETT ROAD 1 0 1 2 $3,802,000
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Figure 8–1 – Severity of crashes at site recommended for vibraline and clear zone
Figure 8–2 – Grouped sites in terms of number of crashes for countermeasure treatment
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8.2 Recommendations
Haworth N (1998) recommended the following countermeasure actions for addressing fatigue. This
research is only addressing countermeasures for drivers and the road environment.
Table 8.2-1 – Counter measures recommendations
Prevent Fatigue Prevent Crashes Reduce Crash
Severity
Driver Education
Limitation of hours of
work
Vehicle Radio, Ventilation,
Reduction of vibration
Fatigue monitors
Antilock brakes
Seat belts
Antilock brakes
Environment Rest Breaks Pavement Treatment Better shoulders
Duplications
Haworth N 1998
Haworth N (1998) provided the following aims of fatigue countermeasures:
• To prevent fatigue by maintaining driver alertness.
• To prevent fatigued drivers crashing by providing a warning.
• To reduce the severity of fatigue related crashes.
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Figure 8–3 – Topographical map showing all fatigue crashes on route with crash severity
8.2.1 Possible locations for rest areas
After reviewing the Transit New Zealand's design and provision requirements for rest areas, it was
noted that the existing rest areas are adequate. There is a need for the existing rest areas to be made
more attractive and that the rest areas should be promoted through billboard advertising. The existing
rest area facilities would need to be upgraded in order for them to be more attractive to motorists.
Passing Lanes
installed and clear
zoning
Fatigue counter
measures installed
2003 - 2005
New location of
fatigue crashes
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Figure 8–4 – Existing rest areas to be beautified
8.2.2 Possible locations for vibraline
Transit New Zealand has a funding allocation under which vibraline will be funded called strategic
development. There is a project in the 2006/2007 financial year to install vibraline on the edgelines
and centrelines on SH1 between RP 273/0.00 – 303/6.87
Existing Rest Area
Existing Rest Area
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Figure 8–5 – Extent of proposed vibraline
Vibraline to be installed
along red section
Start of vibraline
RP 319/0.00
End of vibraline
RP 337/0.00
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8.2.2.1 Edgeline and centreline
I recommend that the section SH1 RP 319/0.00 to 337/0.00 be placed as a project into the 2008/2009
Annual Plan under strategic development for funding of vibraline along the edgelines and
centrelines. This is to address the loss of control off road crashes and head on crashes as a result of
fatigue.
8.2.3 Locations for clear zoning
The locations for clear zones were determined by the number of vehicles leaving the road and
colliding with road side objects.
The section identified for clear zone countermeasure treatment is SH1 RP 319 / 11.20 to 14.92. This
section has an unforgiving environment once you leave the carriageway. There are trees, fences and
ditches within 2 –5m of the shoulder. The crash data, in this section, shows a high severity from
vehicles colliding with roadside objects.
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Figure 8–6 – Extent of clear zone project
8.2.4 Location of billboards
The Brynderwyn Hills are a section of SH that is hilly and windy with tight curves. There have been
no fatigue related crashes on this section in the last 10 years. The existing billboards do not suggest
take breaks to motorist travelling north, before the Brynderwyn Hills and motorists travelling south
past the Brynderwyn Hills. From this research, there are more fatigue related crashes in the
southbound direction than the northbound direction and there are crashes occurring south of the
Brynderwyn Hills where drivers should take a break.
Start of clear zoning
RP 319/11.20
End of clear zoning
RP 319/14.92
Clear zone
section in red
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I recommend that billboards be designed to Transit New Zealand's guidelines for billboards and be
placed as follows:
• There should be one billboard south of Kaiwaka on entrance to Northland for northbound traffic.
• There should be one billboard just south of Piroa Stream Bridge for southbound traffic.
• Repetitive advertising to take a break during the summer season – one for southbound travelers
on the Waipu Straights and one for Northbound travelers between Kaiwaka and the Brynderwyn
Hills
8.2.5 Education
The main aim of education is to ensure that the travelling public are made aware of the symptoms
and dangers of fatigue. In collaboration with LTNZ, NRC and the ACC who have an ongoing
education and awareness programme addressing speed, alcohol and fatigue to a lesser degree, I
recommend that a greater awareness is placed on fatigue in the form of:
• Information to educate the public about symptoms and dangers
• Media campaigns - fatigue flyers/pamphlets and advertising in the newspapers
• Fatigue education on driver training courses
• Raising Awareness through school programs
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9. Test and benchmark the strategy
A meeting was held on the 16 October 2006. The attendees were representatives of Transit New
Zealand, The New Zealand Police, Northland Regional Council, Land Transport New Zealand,
Transportation Engineers and Accident Compensation Corporation.
I presented my research to the meeting and obtained the following feedback.
9.1 New Zealand Police
Senior Sergeant Alistair Ward was surprised at the result that more crashes were occurring in the
southbound direction than the northbound direction. He was always of the opinion that this was a
northbound problem. The locations of the crashes were also commented on. He felt prompted to take
my findings to the next Police meeting.
Actions
He was going to look at having more patrol cars at locations were the crashes had migrated to. The
research will support him in this request.
The time of day crashes were going to be addressed by having fatigue stops programmed during the
hours of 12pm and 6pm and to have the Police patrols visible during this time. This is going to be an
ongoing project.
9.2 Transportation engineers
The transportation engineers present and my colleagues, who are transportation designers, traffic
engineers and traffic safety engineers, where interested in the outcome and recommendations of this
research project. Fatigue is seen as a major problem along this route, but so far no research had been
done to confirm this expectation. From this research, it can be seen that fatigue contributed to 20% of
injury crashes with high severity.
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With the results and recommendations provided in this project, they have an understanding of where
these crashes are and why they are occurring. This will help in the maintenance of the State Highway
Network and provide a reason for fatigue countermeasure projects being funded along this route.
9.3 Transit New Zealand
Transit New Zealand’s Traffic Safety Engineer for Northland, Mr Brian Rainford was impressed
with the results of this research and the recommendations provided. As this route has high traffic
volumes and is the main route to Auckland, Transits safety initiatives are directed to reducing
crashes along this section. As a key outcome, Mr Rainford has requested that further research on
fatigue is done on a regional basis and projects are developed for funding from this research. The
engineering recommendations provided in this research project have been accepted and will be put
into the next annual plan for funding and installation.
Further work and research has evolved from this meeting with Transit New Zealand.
9.4 Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC)
I have been invited by Ms Makuini Cherrington of ACC to develop a fatigue flyer and pamphlet for
distribution in Northland. She has also shown interest in getting an article in the local paper in which
I will provide the information, graphs and be part of the interview. This will tie in with the work that
she is currently doing for fatigue awareness.
She was highly impressed by the presentation and ‘shocked’ by the results.
9.5 Benchmark against “worlds best practise”
In Haworth N (1998) the recommendations for addressing driver fatigue relate to the driver, vehicle
and environment. The vehicle counter measures are outside the scope of this study. However the
counter measures that address driver and environment issues that prevent fatigue, prevent crashes
and reduce crash severity, recommended in this study, meets the recommendations proposed by the
literature on driver fatigue countermeasures.
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I believe that the above recommendations, if installed in conjunction with each other, would be in
line with world’s best practice, as these fatigue measures will help reduce severity and help prevent
fatigue crashes.
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10. Costings and timelines for introduction of strategy
WHANGAREI SOUTH FATIGUE MEASURES  :  STRATEGY PLAN
ROUTE  SH1 RP 266/0.00 - 337/0.00 (Maunu Road - Ross Road)
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11. Review of objectives
1. Research and become familiar with driver fatigue issues in general, and particularly the research
that has been done in New Zealand in the past (literature review).
This item was completed.
2. Obtain crash data for the selected road network.  The data collection should include
• road characteristics – lane widths, shoulder widths, curve radii, sight distances,  delineation
and road surface;
• the environment – weather, day/night;
• traffic volumes, all crashes;
• road user data – age, sex, experience, foreign or local, alcohol involved, speed, licence status
and
•  Investigate driver fatigue issues on the selected section. Compare crash statistics of this
section of road to other sections of road in the region and in New Zealand.
This item was completed.
3. Examine all fatigue related crashes on State Highway 1 South of Whangarei from route position
RP267/0.00 to route position RP337/0.00.
This item was completed.
4. Research and consider fatigue countermeasures, including the provision of rest areas, tactile
markings such as vibraline, additional signage, driver education sessions, etc. at various locations
along the route.
This item was completed.
5. Develop a strategy for the implementation of fatigue countermeasures on the selected section.
This item was completed.
6. Test and benchmark the developed strategy by
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• Obtaining feedback from Transit New Zealand,  Land Transport New Zealand, Northland
Regional Council, New Zealand Police (Strategic Traffic Unit) and experienced
Transportation Engineers in the Northland Region;
This item was completed.
• Comparing it against “Worlds Best Practice” i.e. comparing the proposal against researched
scientific (engineering) literature.
This item was completed.
7. If time permits, develop costings and timelines for the introduction of the strategy.
This item was not fully completed. Transit New Zealand has accepted my recommendations and
has requested further research that they are keen to fund to develop a regional programme of
projects. They have placed some of my recommendations onto their list for funding in 2008/2009
under strategic development. However the outstanding recommendations would need to go
through a funding allocation process. Therefore a complete costings and timeline was not
developed but will form part of the future works that will be completed by Gansen Govender. I
have completed a proposed programme and a tentative costing.
8. Report findings through oral presentation at the Project Conference, and in the required written
format.
This item was completed.
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12. Future works
The future works will include the following and will be part of an Investigation and reporting (I&R)
project on behalf of Transit New Zealand.
• Review and analyse fatigue related crashes for Northland Region.
• Develop a strategy for Northland addressing fatigue crashes.
• Provide recommendations and project areas for fatigue countermeasures in Northland.
• Use this Regional strategy to apply for funding to complete the installation of fatigue
countermeasures on affected areas.
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13. Conclusion
This research project set out to investigate driver fatigue issues on State Highway 1 - south of
Whangarei within Region 1 of New Zealand, and provide recommendations for fatigue
countermeasures and possible locations. The results of the research show that fatigue contributed to
20% of injury crashes along this section of State Highway 1 in the last 10 years (1996-2005) and
continues to be a contributing human factor to high severity crashes.
The following conclusion have emerged as a result of this research:
• There are more crashes occurring in the southbound direction than the northbound direction,
contrary to expectation,
• It appears that fatigue related crashes have migrated to the section south of Kaiwaka as a result of
fatigue counter measures being installed on the Waipu Straights.
• There is a definite time of day that fatigue related crashes are occurring which is related to the
circadian rhythm of the body as mentioned in Dobbie (2002).
• Objects being hit with the highest severity are trees and ditches within the clear zone.
The following recommendations are made for this route:
• Install vibraline from RP 319/0.00 to RP 337/0.00 on both edgelines and on the centreline.
• Complete a clear zone project from RP 319/11.20 to RP 319/14.70 and another clear zone project
from RP 319/0.00 to RP 319/11.20. The project should include removing hazards, making non-
removable hazards frangible or shielding the hazards. Trees and ditches have the highest severity
and these hazards should be removed as much as possible.
• Upgrade of the existing rest areas such that they are attractive enough and have facilities that
would ensure motorists stop and have a break.
• New billboards to be erected south of Kaiwaka for northbound motorists and south of Piroa
Stream Bridge for southbound motorists.
• Education campaigns and fatigue stops to continue with increased media exposure.
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Appendix A – Project Specification
University of Southern Queensland
Faculty of Engineering and Surveying
ENG 4111 / 4112 Research Project
PROJECT SPECIFICATION
Issue: 22nd March 2006
Student Name: Gansen Govender
Topic: Driver Fatigue Issues on State Highway 1 South of Whangarei - within
Region 1 of New Zealand
Supervisors: Associate Professor Ron Ayers (USQ)
Mr Tony Harrison (MWH)
Project Aim:
To investigate driver fatigue crashes and road user factors on State Highway 1 south of Whangarei in
Region 1 of New Zealand and provide recommendations for remedial measures and locations that
address driver fatigue.
Background: 
Fatigue has been a major contributing factor to fatal crashes on SH1 South of Whangarei. The
topography (northbound) is initially hilly and windy (including a mountain pass), which then
changes to flat and straight. The sudden change in environment cause a number of crashes directly as
a result of driver fatigue. There are no major towns, rest areas and pull off areas along the route for
motorists to stop and have a break, for approximately 75km. Fatigue contributes to on road loss of
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control crashes that causes head-on crashes and off road loss of control crashes resulting in objects
being hit.
There is an ongoing increase in the number of people travelling north, due to work opportunities,
beach holidays, property investments etc. This movement of people has caused an increase in road
usage, however there has been minimal facilities installed to combat driver fatigue and fatigue
related crashes. The Police have requested rest areas, pull off areas, vibraline and increased education
and awareness. There is limited work been done to substantiate the need for fatigue related remedial
measures to address this problem.
Analysis of crash data on the basis of driver related characteristics, such as driver age, gender, blood
alcohol level, vehicle speed, distance of travel and fatigue is required. The study will seek to
determine the influence and relationship of driver fatigue to on and off road crashes and the remedial
measures that could be implemented to reduce fatigue related crashes.
Research Programme
1. Research and become familiar with driver fatigue issues in general, and particularly the research
that has been done in New Zealand in the past (literature review).
2. Obtain crash data for the selected road network.  The data collection should include
• road characteristics – lane widths, shoulder widths, curve radii, sight distances,  delineation
and road surface;
• the environment – weather, day/night;
• traffic volumes, all crashes;
• road user data – age, sex, experience, foreign or local, alcohol involved, speed, licence status
and
•  Investigate driver fatigue issues on the selected section. Compare crash statistics of this
section of road to other sections of road in the region and in New Zealand.
3. Examine all fatigue related crashes on State Highway 1 South of Whangarei from route position
RP267/0.00 to route position RP337/0.00.
4. Research and consider fatigue countermeasures, including the provision of rest areas, tactile
markings such as vibraline, additional signage, driver education sessions, etc. at various locations
along the route.
5. Develop a strategy for the implementation of fatigue countermeasures on the selected section.
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6. Test and benchmark the developed strategy by
• Obtaining feedback from Transit New Zealand,  Land Transport New Zealand, Northland
Regional Council, New Zealand Police (Strategic Traffic Unit) and experienced
Transportation Engineers in the Northland Region;
• Comparing it against “Worlds Best Practice” i.e. comparing the proposal against researched
scientific (engineering) literature.
7. If time permits, develop costings and timelines for the introduction of the strategy.
8. Report findings through oral presentation at the Project Conference, and in the required written
format.
Agreed: ____________________ Ron Ayers    ___________________ Gansen Govender
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Appendix B – Project crash data
Meeting the challenge
Fatigue Crashes - 1996 - 2005
Number of records = 91
Year Month Day Time of Accident Movement Type Direction of Travel Curve Type Wetness Object(s) Struck (up to 3)
Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq %
1996 8 9 1 10 11 MON 9 10 0 0 0 A 0 0  0 0 R 47 52 D 72 79 A 0 0
1997 9 10 2 6 7 TUE 15 16 100 2 2 B 21 23 North 50 55 E 32 35 W 18 20 B 2 2
1998 6 7 3 7 8 WED 7 8 200 6 7 C 38 42 South 33 36 M 12 13 I 0 0 C 8 8
1999 5 5 4 6 7 THU 13 14 300 3 3 D 31 34 East 1 1 S 0 0 D 0 0
2000 6 7 5 6 7 FRI 14 15 400 3 3 E 0 0 West 7 8 E 2 2
2001 11 12 6 6 7 SAT 13 14 500 5 5 F 0 0 F 19 20
2002 13 14 7 9 10 SUN 20 22 600 7 8 G 0 0 G 2 2
2003 10 11 8 5 5 700 3 3 H 0 0 H 0 0
2004 12 13 9 8 9 800 5 5 J 0 0 I 0 0
2005 11 12 10 12 13 900 2 2 K 0 0 J 1 1
0 0 11 10 11 1000 2 2 L 0 0 K 1 1
0 0 12 6 7 1100 3 3 M 0 0 L 0 0
0 0 1200 2 2 N 0 0 M 0 0
0 0 1300 5 5 O 0 0 N 0 0
0 0 1400 10 11 P 0 0 O 0 0
0 0 1500 6 7 Q 1 1 P 8 8
0 0 1600 8 9 Q 0 0
0 0 1700 5 5 R 0 0
0 0 1800 3 3 S 2 2
0 0 1900 2 2 T 13 14
0 0 2000 0 0 U 0 0
0 0 2100 0 0 V 34 35
0 0 2200 4 4 W 0 0
0 0 2300 3 3 X 3 3
0 0 2400 2 2 Y 0 0
0 0 U 0 0 Z 1 1
91 100 91 100 91 100 91 100 91 100 91 100 91 100 90 98.9011 96 100
Grid Ref Box: Easting 2627614 to 2644325
Northing 6552082 to 6606692
Light Weather Junction Control Markings Speed Limit Accident Types Pedestrian Age Cyclist Age
Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq % Value Freq %
B 1 1 F 74 81  89 98  0 0 X 0 0 30 0 0 F 19 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
BO 0 0 FF 0 0 D 0 0 T 0 0 R 0 0 50 2 2 S 19 21 4 0 0 4 0 0
BF 3 3 FS 1 1 M 0 0 S 0 0 P 1 1 60 0 0 M 49 54 8 0 0 8 0 0
BN 31 34 M 3 3 R 0 0 G 1 1 L 16 18 70 0 0 N 4 4 12 0 0 12 0 0
BU 0 0 MF 0 0 T 2 2 M 0 0 C 73 80 80 1 1 91 100 16 0 0 16 0 0
O 0 0 MS 0 0 X 0 0 P 0 0 N 1 1 90 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0
OO 0 0 L 10 11 Y 0 0 N 90 99 100 88 97 24 0 0 24 0 0
OF 1 1 LF 0 0 Actual Injuries 28 0 0 28 0 0
ON 19 21 LS 0 0 Value Freq % 32 0 0 32 0 0
OU 0 0 H 2 2 F 28 19 36 0 0 36 0 0
T 0 0 HF 0 0 S 38 26 40 0 0 40 0 0
TO 0 0 HS 0 0 M 83 56 44 0 0 44 0 0
TF 0 0 S 0 0 149 100 48 0 0 48 0 0
TN 4 4 SF 0 0 52 0 0 52 0 0
TU 0 0 SS 0 0 56 0 0 56 0 0
D 0 0 60 0 0 60 0 0
DO 2 2 64 0 0 64 0 0
DF 0 0 68 0 0 68 0 0
DN 30 33 0 0 0 0
DU 0 0
91 100 90 98.9011 91 100 91 100 91 100 91 100 0 0 0 0
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CRASHES
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1 1N/266/0.1 100 S  MAUNU ROAD 9604151 5/9/96 Thu 510 CB CN1 411A F R W DO F  N C 50 0 0 1 2629154 6606692
2 1N/266/0.324 50 N  MATIPO PLACE 9901964 25/4/99 Sun 1320 BA CN1C 411A R D OF F  N C 50 0 3 1 2629222 6606483
3 1N/266/2.692 200 S  REWA REWA ROAD 9804424 1/1/98 Thu 825 CC CS1 410A EFX R D BF F  N C 80 0 0 1 2629180 6604348
4 1N/266/4.356 770 S  TOE TOE ROAD 2403407 20/7/04 Tue 730 CB CN1 410A P R D ON F  N L 100 0 0 1 2629074 6602716
5 1N/266/5.186 550 N  LOOP ROAD N 2305117 1/11/03 Sat 355 DB CN1 410A V E D DN F  N C 100 0 1 0 2629196 6601920
6 1N/266/5.236 500 N  LOOP ROAD N 9904121 31/10/99 Sun 615 DA CS1 103A 410A S E D TN M  N C 100 0 0 1 2629193 6601870
7 1N/266/6.94  I PORTLAND ROAD 9803171 25/5/98 Mon 2105 BC CN1T 121A 410A E W DO L T G L 100 0 0 2 2628422 6600403
8 1N/266/7.1 160 S  PORTLAND ROAD 2002175 20/4/00 Thu 200 CC CS1 102A 125A 410A V R D DN F  N C 100 0 1 0 2628289 6600315
9 1N/266/7.957 130 N  MAUNGAKARAMEA ROAD2000131 6/8/00 Sun 600 DA CN1 101A 111A 412A 532A 632A T M W DN F  N L 100 1 0 1 2627614 6599793
10 1N/273/2.651 2270 N  MANGAPAI ROAD 2205438 2/9/02 Mon 710 DA CN1 410A V E D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2628065 6597257
11 1N/273/2.921 2000 N  MANGAPAI ROAD 2504931 23/10/05 Sun 1005 BF VN1C 111A 412A E D B F  N C 100 0 0 1 2628290 6597108
12 1N/273/3.5 3500 S  MAUNGAKARAMEA ROAD2204167 11/5/02 Sat 1515 DA CN1 411A V E D ON F  N C 100 0 2 2 2628677 6596687
13 1N/273/4.721 200 N  MANGAPAI ROAD 2103962 22/10/01 Mon 545 DB VS1 103A 412A FT M W TN L  N C 100 0 1 1 2629408 6595789
14 1N/273/5.311 390 S  MANGAPAI ROAD 2303836 5/8/03 Tue 1315 DA CS1 410A T E D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2629808 6595391
15 1N/273/6.118 400 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 2000040 21/3/00 Tue 510 CC CN1 106A 410A 413A TX R W DN M  N C 100 4 0 0 2630477 6594962
16 1N/273/6.128 410 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 2406144 9/11/04 Tue 1035 CC CW1 410A Z R D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2630487 6594960
17 1N/273/6.303 600 W  TOTARA ROAD 2503760 24/3/05 Thu 1430 BC CW1BC 410A E D ON F  N C 100 0 1 1 2630659 6594926
18 1N/273/6.618 900 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 9900001 1/1/99 Fri 220 BC CN1C 104A 121A 411A 104B E D DN F  N C 100 3 1 0 2630968 6594866
19 1N/273/6.718 1000 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 2100104 14/7/01 Sat 1320 BF TN1C 102A 108A 410A 102B E D ON F  N C 100 2 2 0 2631066 6594846
20 1N/273/7.083  A MANGAPAI RIV BR 9603739 14/7/96 Sun 720 CB CN1 101A 410A BP R W ON L  N C 100 0 1 1 2631405 6594716
21 1N/273/7.814 170 N  TOTARA ROAD S 2404664 25/9/04 Sat 2150 CB CN1 410A R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2632066 6594408
22 1N/273/8.811 300 N  HEWLETT ROAD 2403087 21/6/04 Mon 1705 DA CN1 410A FPT E D TN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2632629 6593671
23 1N/273/9.411 300 S  HEWLETT ROAD 2200160 20/10/02 Sun 430 BA CS1C 103A 112A 125A 410A F R D DN F  N C 100 1 0 2 2633114 6593424
24 1N/273/9.711 600 E  HEWLETT ROAD 2506115 22/11/05 Tue 610 DB CW1 103A 410A V E D ON F  N L 100 0 0 1 2633406 6593490
25 1N/273/11.008 100 N  WAIKOKOPA STM BR 2202889 25/6/02 Tue 1530 DB CN1 410A F E D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2634661 6593195
26 1N/273/11.475 60 S  SALMON ROAD 2100091 31/5/01 Thu 1325 CB CN1 410A 532A V R D ON F  N C 100 1 0 1 2635097 6593026
27 1N/273/11.734  I COTTON ROAD 2330489 4/1/03 Sat 1715 CB CW1 410A F R D BN F T N P 100 0 0 0 2635336 6592927
28 1N/273/12.034 300 S  COTTON ROAD 9705148 8/12/97 Mon 1615 CB VN1 410A V R D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2635610 6592806
29 1N/273/12.734 1000 E  COTTON ROAD 2502698 10/5/05 Tue 122 DA TS1 410A V E D DN F  N C 100 0 1 0 2636231 6592489
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30 1N/273/12.934 1200 E  COTTON ROAD 2100140 28/9/01 Fri 1245 CB CN1 102A 129A 134A 410A R D BN F  N C 100 1 0 2 2636355 6592333
31 1N/273/15.917 1700 S  FLYGER ROAD 9804039 20/10/98 Tue 1640 BF VS1T 330A 410A M D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638445 6590216
32 1N/273/16.317 2100 S  FLYGER ROAD 9604768 20/10/96 Sun 938 DB CN1 412A V E D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638806 6590044
33 1N/273/16.496 900 N  PRESCOTT ROAD 2246446 27/12/02 Fri 1700 CC CN1 410A JV R D BN F  N C 100 0 0 0 2638945 6589934
34 1N/273/17.546 150 S  PRESCOTT ROAD 2205163 16/10/02 Wed 50 CB CN1 130A 410A V R D DN F  N N 100 0 0 1 2639695 6589200
35 1N/273/17.685 450 N  SH 15A 2101540 10/3/01 Sat 300 CB CN1 102A 130A 411A FSV R W DN H  N C 100 0 0 2 2639795 6589103
36 1N/292/0.804 120 N  SANDFORD ROAD 9600080 2/6/96 Sun 500 CB CS1 101A 410A V R D DN F  N C 100 1 0 0 2640692 6588227
37 1N/292/0.974 50 S  SANDFORD ROAD 2502802 22/2/05 Tue 1420 DB CN1 410A F E D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2640813 6588107
38 1N/292/1.701 250 N  MARSDEN POINT ROAD 2301658 13/3/03 Thu 1851 CB CN1 404A 410A PV R D ON F  N C 100 0 0 1 2641150 6587468
39 1N/292/2.351 400 S  MARSDEN POINT ROAD 2501269 13/2/05 Sun 330 CB CS1 101A 410A CV R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2641420 6586877
40 1N/292/3.254 320 S  DOCTORS HILL ROAD 2205706 1/12/02 Sun 1400 DA VS1 190A 411A 532A V E D BF F  N C 100 0 1 1 2641706 6586023
41 1N/292/3.834 900 S  DOCTORS HILL ROAD 9900005 2/1/99 Sat 2347 BF CS1TC 104A 410A T E D DN F  N C 100 2 0 3 2641780 6585448
42 1N/292/4.434 1500 S  DOCTORS HILL ROAD 9802261 27/4/98 Mon 1235 BE CN1T 410A R W ON L  N C 100 0 1 1 2641848 6584852
43 1N/292/5.544 400 S  MOUNTFIELD ROAD 9705121 3/8/97 Sun 810 CC CN1 410A C R W ON L  N C 100 0 0 1 2641984 6583751
44 1N/292/6.538 1000 N  URETITI ROAD 2240739 4/9/02 Wed 1350 BA CS1C 410A R D ON L  N C 100 0 0 0 2641877 6582768
45 1N/292/8.049 600 N  NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 2202880 19/4/02 Fri 430 DB CN1 410A TV E  DN    N C 100 0 0 1 2641362 6581350
46 1N/292/8.919 270 S  NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 2205480 22/11/02 Fri 1600 CB CN1 410A R D BN F  N C 100 0 1 0 2640899 6580614
47 1N/292/9.139 490 S  NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 2300001 3/1/03 Fri 1230 BA CN1C 120A 410A 102B R D BN F  N C 100 1 0 1 2640780 6580429
48 1N/292/9.508 30 N  AHUROA STM BR 9801067 1/1/98 Thu 2200 CB CS1 411A B R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2640581 6580118
49 1N/292/9.568 30 S  AHUROA STM BR 2101184 3/2/01 Sat 1340 CC VN1 410A FG R D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2640549 6580068
50 1N/292/10.046 400 N  SHOEMAKER ROAD 2301148 24/1/03 Fri 1345 CB CN1 412A F R D BN FS  N C 100 0 0 1 2640290 6579666
51 1N/303/0.806 200 N  MILLBROOK ROAD 2245734 20/12/02 Fri 1550 CC CS1 410A F R D BF F  N C 100 0 0 0 2639636 6578652
52 1N/303/1.406 400 S  MILLBROOK ROAD 9601224 8/2/96 Thu 2205 CB VN1 103A 411A FV R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2639253 6578191
53 1N/303/1.929 1400 N  FINLAYSON BROOK ROAD2404322 30/4/04 Fri 930 CB CN1 129A 134A 411A FV R D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638907 6577798
54 1N/303/2.506 1500 S  MILLBROOK ROAD 2100035 4/3/01 Sun 1113 BA CN1OC 102A 125A 410A R D BN F  N C 100 1 0 1 2638563 6577337
55 1N/303/3.629 300 S  FINLAYSON BROOK ROAD9704895 25/11/97 Tue 1415 CB CS1 410A V R D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638180 6576356
56 1N/303/3.987 500 N  BROOKS ROAD 9704293 3/10/97 Fri 600 BE CN1T 411A R D BN F  N C 100 0 2 0 2638313 6576023
57 1N/303/4.037 450 N  BROOKS ROAD 2003288 18/7/00 Tue 410 DB CN1 103A 411A 801 FV E W DN L  N C 100 0 0 1 2638332 6575977
58 1N/303/4.687 200 S  BROOKS ROAD 2404994 7/10/04 Thu 430 CB TS1 410A FPV R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638439 6575342
59 1N/303/4.794 500 N  GLENMOHR ROAD 9605374 6/11/96 Wed 350 QG VS1 410A C R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 3 2638445 6575236
60 1N/303/5.424 130 S  GLENMOHR ROAD 2104912 22/10/01 Mon 1420 DA CS1 410A V E D BN F  N C 100 0 3 0 2638453 6574608
61 1N/303/5.594 300 S  GLENMOHR ROAD 9605932 8/12/96 Sun 1005 CB VN1 410A V R D BN F  N C 100 0 2 1 2638420 6574442
62 1N/303/6.605 250 N  WAIPU GORGE ROAD 2404516 14/9/04 Tue 2235 CC CN1 411A V R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638157 6573469
63 1N/303/8.345 1490 S  WAIPU GORGE ROAD 2406033 7/7/04 Wed 1425 DB CN1 410A CT M D BN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2638330 6571828
64 1N/303/8.755 1900 S  WAIPU GORGE ROAD 2003038 11/6/00 Sun 2126 DB CS1 131A 410A V M W DN L  N C 100 0 0 1 2638189 6571453
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65 1N/303/15.044 800 N  SH 12 9800015 25/1/98 Sun 1900 BC CS1C 103A 121A 411A E D BN F  N C 100 1 2 1 2639370 6566809
66 1N/319/1.38 1380 S  SH 12 2100068 25/4/01 Wed 1530 CB CS1 102A 410A T R D ON F  N C 100 1 0 3 2639648 6564882
67 1N/319/3.48 400 S  BALDROCK ROAD 2401749 17/2/04 Tue 530 DB VS1 410A G M D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2639462 6562982
68 1N/319/3.838 1000 N  MOUNTAIN ROAD 2304832 29/8/03 Fri 100 CB CS1 415A P R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2639365 6562645
69 1N/319/4.388 450 N  MOUNTAIN ROAD 9704674 1/11/97 Sat 200 DB VS1 101A 411A V E D DN F  N L 100 0 0 1 2639246 6562111
70 1N/319/6.838 2000 S  MOUNTAIN ROAD 2004732 23/12/00 Sat 2320 DB CN1 410A F E D DN F  N C 100 0 2 2 2640042 6559923
71 1N/319/7.274 580 N  KAIWAKA MANGAWHAI ROAD2306012 24/11/03 Mon 130 CC CN1 410A FT R W DN M  N C 100 0 0 1 2640200 6559518
72 1N/319/9.356 400 S  SETTLEMENT ROAD 2304829 16/10/03 Thu 300 CB CS1 410A FV R D DN F  N C 100 0 0 1 2640878 6557604
73 1N/319/10.456 1500 S  SETTLEMENT ROAD 9704619 4/11/97 Tue 1605 DA CN1 410A TV E D BN F  N L 100 0 0 2 2640994 6556523
74 1N/319/11.078 190 N  SCHISKA ROAD 2301253 2/1/03 Thu 600 DA TN1 410A E M D ON F  N L 100 0 0 1 2641034 6555912
75 1N/319/11.288 20 S  SCHISKA ROAD 2405090 24/10/04 Sun 615 DA VN1 103A 410A CP E D TN F  N L 100 0 0 1 2641054 6555706
76 1N/319/11.69 20 N  OTIORO ROAD 9900207 21/11/99 Sun 1235 BF CS1CC 410A 532A E W ON F  N C 100 1 1 1 2641341 6555437
77 1N/319/12.06 350 S  OTIORO ROAD 2505099 7/8/05 Sun 1245 BF CS1C 410A V M W ON L  N C 100 0 0 1 2641681 6555295
78 1N/319/12.81 1100 S  OTIORO ROAD 9600157 22/9/96 Sun 2230 DB CN1 111A 410A P M D DN F  N C 100 1 0 0 2642175 6554740
79 1N/319/13.075 1680 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2502042 27/1/05 Thu 1400 CB CN1 410A C R D BN F  N L 100 0 0 1 2642197 6554477
80 1N/319/13.41 1700 S  OTIORO ROAD 2504963 1/7/05 Fri 1630 CB TN1 410A V R W ON F  N L 100 0 1 0 2642204 6554142
81 1N/319/13.685 1070 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2200096 14/6/02 Fri 720 BC CN1CC 102A 121A 410A E D BN F  N L 100 1 2 1 2642188 6553869
82 1N/319/13.955 800 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2404912 5/5/04 Wed 710 BC CS1T 121A 410A E D ON F  N C 100 0 1 0 2642119 6553608
83 1N/319/14.355 400 N  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2103966 12/9/01 Wed 135 DB CS1 410A CKX E W DN L  N C 100 0 0 1 2642165 6553232
84 1N/319/14.555 200 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2200079 21/5/02 Tue 1555 DB VS1 106A 410A 901 V M W ON H  N C 100 1 0 0 2642354 6553197
85 1N/319/14.635 120 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 9701522 22/3/97 Sat 1200 DB CS1 101A 410A V E D BN F  N C 100 0 1 0 2642433 6553210
86 1N/319/15.105 350 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2101342 2/3/01 Fri 1500 CB CW1 131A 410A R D BN F  N L 100 0 0 2 2642896 6553291
87 1N/319/15.205 450 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 9703259 19/7/97 Sat 145 CB CW1 410A T R W DN F  N L 100 0 2 0 2642994 6553309
88 1N/319/15.255 500 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2500112 25/7/05 Mon 1547 BC CW14 106A 121A 410A M D BN F  N L 100 1 2 0 2643044 6553316
89 1N/319/15.275 520 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2503492 12/6/05 Sun 1355 DA CE1 410A CT M D ON F  N C 100 0 0 1 2643064 6553318
90 1N/319/15.455 700 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2401253 14/2/04 Sat 1735 DB CN1 410A V E D BN F  N L 100 0 0 1 2643242 6553294
91 1N/319/17.255 2500 S  ORUAWHARO ROAD 9700144 17/7/97 Thu 1600 BE CS1C 410A R D BN F  N L 100 3 0 0 2644325 6552082
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0 Roadname
1 1N/266/0.1 100 S  MAUNU ROAD 9604151 5/9/96 Thu 510 CB CAR1 fatigue due to long trip Wet Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2629154 6606692
2 1N/266/0.324 50 N  MATIPO PLACE 9901964 25/4/99 Sun 1320 BA CAR1 fatigue due to long trip Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 3 1 2629222 6606483
3 1N/266/2.692 200 S  REWA REWA ROAD 9804424 1/1/98 Thu 825 CC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2629180 6604348
4 1N/266/4.356 770 S  TOE TOE ROAD 2403407 20/7/04 Tue 730 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2629074 6602716
5 1N/266/5.186 550 N  LOOP ROAD N 2305117 1/11/03 Sat 355 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2629196 6601920
6 1N/266/5.236 500 N  LOOP ROAD N 9904121 31/10/99 Sun 615 DA CAR1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Twilight Mist Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2629193 6601870
7 1N/266/6.94  I PORTLAND ROAD 9803171 25/5/98 Mon 2105 BC CAR1 swung wide on bend, fatigue (drowsy, tired, 
fell asleep)
Wet Dark Light Rain T Type Junction Give Way Sign 0 0 2 2628422 6600403
8 1N/266/7.1 160 S  PORTLAND ROAD 2002175 20/4/00 Thu 200 CC CAR1 alcohol test below limit, failed to keep left 
on straight, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2628289 6600315
9 1N/266/7.957 130 N  MAUNGAKARAMEA 
ROAD
2000131 6/8/00 Sun 600 DA CAR1 alcohol suspected, too fast entering corner, 
fatigue due to lack of sleep, casualty thrown from 
vehicle, worn tread on tyre
Wet Dark Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 1 2627614 6599793
10 1N/273/2.651 2270 N  MANGAPAI ROAD 2205438 2/9/02 Mon 710 DA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2628065 6597257
11 1N/273/2.921 2000 N  MANGAPAI ROAD 2504931 23/10/05 Sun 1005 BF VAN1 too fast entering corner, fatigue due to lack 
of sleep
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2628290 6597108
12 1N/273/3.5 3500 S  MAUNGAKARAMEA 
ROAD
2204167 11/5/02 Sat 1515 DA CAR1 fatigue due to long trip Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 2 2 2628677 6596687
13 1N/273/4.721 200 N  MANGAPAI ROAD 2103962 22/10/01 Mon 545 DB VAN1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
fatigue due to lack of sleep
Wet Twilight Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 1 1 2629408 6595789
14 1N/273/5.311 390 S  MANGAPAI ROAD 2303836 5/8/03 Tue 1315 DA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2629808 6595391
15 1N/273/6.118 400 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 2000040 21/3/00 Tue 510 CC CAR1 alcohol not suspected, tested and -ve (MoT 
use only), fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep), 
fatigue due to exhaust fumes
Wet Dark Mist Unknown Nil 4 0 0 2630477 6594962
16 1N/273/6.128 410 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 2406144 9/11/04 Tue 1035 CC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2630487 6594960
17 1N/273/6.303 600 W  TOTARA ROAD 2503760 24/3/05 Thu 1430 BC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 1 2630659 6594926
18 1N/273/6.618 900 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 9900001 1/1/99 Fri 220 BC CAR1 alcohol test result unknown, swung wide on 
bend, fatigue due to long trip  CAR2 alcohol test 
result unknown
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 3 1 0 2630968 6594866
19 1N/273/6.718 1000 S  SPRINGFIELD ROAD 2100104 14/7/01 Sat 1320 BF TRUCK1 alcohol test below limit, drugs 
suspected, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)  
CAR2 alcohol test below limit
Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 2 2 0 2631066 6594846
20 1N/273/7.083  A MANGAPAI RIV BR 9603739 14/7/96 Sun 720 CB CAR1 alcohol suspected, fatigue (drowsy, tired, 
fell asleep)
Wet Overcast Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 1 1 2631405 6594716
21 1N/273/7.814 170 N  TOTARA ROAD S 2404664 25/9/04 Sat 2150 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2632066 6594408
22 1N/273/8.811 300 N  HEWLETT ROAD 2403087 21/6/04 Mon 1705 DA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Twilight Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2632629 6593671
23 1N/273/9.411 300 S  HEWLETT ROAD 2200160 20/10/02 Sun 430 BA CAR1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, too 
fast on straight, failed to keep left on straight, 
fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 2 2633114 6593424
24 1N/273/9.711 600 E  HEWLETT ROAD 2506115 22/11/05 Tue 610 DB CAR1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2633406 6593490
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25 1N/273/11.008 100 N  WAIKOKOPA STM BR 2202889 25/6/02 Tue 1530 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2634661 6593195
26 1N/273/11.475 60 S  SALMON ROAD 2100091 31/5/01 Thu 1325 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep), casualty 
thrown from vehicle
Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 1 2635097 6593026
27 1N/273/11.734  I COTTON ROAD 2330489 4/1/03 Sat 1715 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine T Type Junction Nil 0 0 0 2635336 6592927
28 1N/273/12.034 300 S  COTTON ROAD 9705148 8/12/97 Mon 1615 CB VAN1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2635610 6592806
29 1N/273/12.734 1000 E  COTTON ROAD 2502698 10/5/05 Tue 122 DA TRUCK1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2636231 6592489
30 1N/273/12.934 1200 E  COTTON ROAD 2100140 28/9/01 Fri 1245 CB CAR1 alcohol test below limit, too far left/right, 
lost control while returning to seal from unsealed 
shoulder, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 2 2636355 6592333
31 1N/273/15.917 1700 S  FLYGER ROAD 9804039 20/10/98 Tue 1640 BF VAN1 inattentive, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell 
asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638445 6590216
32 1N/273/16.317 2100 S  FLYGER ROAD 9604768 20/10/96 Sun 938 DB CAR1 fatigue due to lack of sleep Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638806 6590044
33 1N/273/16.496 900 N  PRESCOTT ROAD 2246446 27/12/02 Fri 1700 CC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 0 2638945 6589934
34 1N/273/17.546 150 S  PRESCOTT ROAD 2205163 16/10/02 Wed 50 CB CAR1 lost control, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell 
asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2639695 6589200
35 1N/273/17.685 450 N  SH 15A 2101540 10/3/01 Sat 300 CB CAR1 alcohol test below limit, lost control, fatigue 
due to long trip
Wet Dark Heavy 
Rain
Unknown Nil 0 0 2 2639795 6589103
36 1N/292/0.804 120 N  SANDFORD ROAD 9600080 2/6/96 Sun 500 CB CAR1 alcohol suspected, fatigue (drowsy, tired, 
fell asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 0 2640692 6588227
37 1N/292/0.974 50 S  SANDFORD ROAD 2502802 22/2/05 Tue 1420 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2640813 6588107
38 1N/292/1.701 250 N  MARSDEN POINT 
ROAD
2301658 13/3/03 Thu 1851 CB CAR1 overseas driver failed to adjust to local 
conditions, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641150 6587468
39 1N/292/2.351 400 S  MARSDEN POINT 
ROAD
2501269 13/2/05 Sun 330 CB CAR1 alcohol suspected, fatigue (drowsy, tired, 
fell asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641420 6586877
40 1N/292/3.254 320 S  DOCTORS HILL ROAD 2205706 1/12/02 Sun 1400 DA VAN1 sudden action, fatigue due to long trip, 
casualty thrown from vehicle
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 1 2641706 6586023
41 1N/292/3.834 900 S  DOCTORS HILL ROAD 9900005 2/1/99 Sat 2347 BF CAR1 alcohol test result unknown, fatigue 
(drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 2 0 3 2641780 6585448
42 1N/292/4.434 1500 S  DOCTORS HILL ROAD 9802261 27/4/98 Mon 1235 BE CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Overcast Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 1 1 2641848 6584852
43 1N/292/5.544 400 S  MOUNTFIELD ROAD 9705121 3/8/97 Sun 810 CC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Overcast Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641984 6583751
44 1N/292/6.538 1000 N  URETITI ROAD 2240739 4/9/02 Wed 1350 BA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Overcast Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 0 0 2641877 6582768
45 1N/292/8.049 600 N  NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 2202880 19/4/02 Fri 430 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Unkn
own
Dark Unknown Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641362 6581350
46 1N/292/8.919 270 S  NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 2205480 22/11/02 Fri 1600 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2640899 6580614
47 1N/292/9.139 490 S  NOVA SCOTIA DRIVE 2300001 3/1/03 Fri 1230 BA CAR1 failed to keep left, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell 
asleep)  CAR2 alcohol test below limit
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 1 2640780 6580429
48 1N/292/9.508 30 N  AHUROA STM BR 9801067 1/1/98 Thu 2200 CB CAR1 fatigue due to long trip Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2640581 6580118
49 1N/292/9.568 30 S  AHUROA STM BR 2101184 3/2/01 Sat 1340 CC VAN1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2640549 6580068
50 1N/292/10.046 400 N  SHOEMAKER ROAD 2301148 24/1/03 Fri 1345 CB CAR1 fatigue due to lack of sleep Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2640290 6579666
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51 1N/303/0.806 200 N  MILLBROOK ROAD 2245734 20/12/02 Fri 1550 CC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 0 2639636 6578652
52 1N/303/1.406 400 S  MILLBROOK ROAD 9601224 8/2/96 Thu 2205 CB VAN1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
fatigue due to long trip
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2639253 6578191
53 1N/303/1.929 1400 N  FINLAYSON BROOK 
ROAD
2404322 30/4/04 Fri 930 CB CAR1 too far left/right, lost control while returning 
to seal from unsealed shoulder, fatigue due to 
long trip
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638907 6577798
54 1N/303/2.506 1500 S  MILLBROOK ROAD 2100035 4/3/01 Sun 1113 BA CAR1 alcohol test below limit, failed to keep left 
on straight, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 1 2638563 6577337
55 1N/303/3.629 300 S  FINLAYSON BROOK 
ROAD
9704895 25/11/97 Tue 1415 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638180 6576356
56 1N/303/3.987 500 N  BROOKS ROAD 9704293 3/10/97 Fri 600 BE CAR1 fatigue due to long trip Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 2 0 2638313 6576023
57 1N/303/4.037 450 N  BROOKS ROAD 2003288 18/7/00 Tue 410 DB CAR1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
fatigue due to long trip  ENV: road slippery (rain)
Wet Dark Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638332 6575977
58 1N/303/4.687 200 S  BROOKS ROAD 2404994 7/10/04 Thu 430 CB TRUCK1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638439 6575342
59 1N/303/4.794 500 N  GLENMOHR ROAD 9605374 6/11/96 Wed 350 QG VAN1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 3 2638445 6575236
60 1N/303/5.424 130 S  GLENMOHR ROAD 2104912 22/10/01 Mon 1420 DA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 3 0 2638453 6574608
61 1N/303/5.594 300 S  GLENMOHR ROAD 9605932 8/12/96 Sun 1005 CB VAN1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 2 1 2638420 6574442
62 1N/303/6.605 250 N  WAIPU GORGE ROAD 2404516 14/9/04 Tue 2235 CC CAR1 fatigue due to long trip Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638157 6573469
63 1N/303/8.345 1490 S  WAIPU GORGE ROAD 2406033 7/7/04 Wed 1425 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638330 6571828
64 1N/303/8.755 1900 S  WAIPU GORGE ROAD 2003038 11/6/00 Sun 2126 DB CAR1 lost control when turning, fatigue (drowsy, 
tired, fell asleep)
Wet Dark Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2638189 6571453
65 1N/303/15.044 800 N  SH 12 9800015 25/1/98 Sun 1900 BC CAR1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
swung wide on bend, fatigue due to long trip
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 1 2 1 2639370 6566809
66 1N/319/1.38 1380 S  SH 12 2100068 25/4/01 Wed 1530 CB CAR1 alcohol test below limit, fatigue (drowsy, 
tired, fell asleep)
Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 3 2639648 6564882
67 1N/319/3.48 400 S  BALDROCK ROAD 2401749 17/2/04 Tue 530 DB VAN1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2639462 6562982
68 1N/319/3.838 1000 N  MOUNTAIN ROAD 2304832 29/8/03 Fri 100 CB CAR1 fatigue due to exceeding driving hours Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2639365 6562645
69 1N/319/4.388 450 N  MOUNTAIN ROAD 9704674 1/11/97 Sat 200 DB VAN1 alcohol suspected, fatigue due to long trip Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2639246 6562111
70 1N/319/6.838 2000 S  MOUNTAIN ROAD 2004732 23/12/00 Sat 2320 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 2 2 2640042 6559923
71 1N/319/7.274 580 N  KAIWAKA 
MANGAWHAI ROAD
2306012 24/11/03 Mon 130 CC CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Dark Mist Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2640200 6559518
72 1N/319/9.356 400 S  SETTLEMENT ROAD 2304829 16/10/03 Thu 300 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2640878 6557604
73 1N/319/10.456 1500 S  SETTLEMENT ROAD 9704619 4/11/97 Tue 1605 DA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 2 2640994 6556523
74 1N/319/11.078 190 N  SCHISKA ROAD 2301253 2/1/03 Thu 600 DA TRUCK1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641034 6555912
75 1N/319/11.288 20 S  SCHISKA ROAD 2405090 24/10/04 Sun 615 DA VAN1 alcohol test above limit or test refused, 
fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Twilight Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641054 6555706
76 1N/319/11.69 20 N  OTIORO ROAD 9900207 21/11/99 Sun 1235 BF CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep), casualty 
thrown from vehicle
Wet Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 1 1 1 2641341 6555437
77 1N/319/12.06 350 S  OTIORO ROAD 2505099 7/8/05 Sun 1245 BF CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Overcast Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2641681 6555295
78 1N/319/12.81 1100 S  OTIORO ROAD 9600157 22/9/96 Sun 2230 DB CAR1 too fast entering corner, fatigue (drowsy, 
tired, fell asleep)
Dry Dark Fine Unknown Nil 1 0 0 2642175 6554740
79 1N/319/13.075 1680 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2502042 27/1/05 Thu 1400 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2642197 6554477
80 1N/319/13.41 1700 S  OTIORO ROAD 2504963 1/7/05 Fri 1630 CB TRUCK1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2642204 6554142
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Meeting the challenge
81 1N/319/13.685 1070 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2200096 14/6/02 Fri 720 BC CAR1 alcohol test below limit, swung wide on 
bend, fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 1 2 1 2642188 6553869
82 1N/319/13.955 800 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2404912 5/5/04 Wed 710 BC CAR1 swung wide on bend, fatigue (drowsy, tired, 
fell asleep)
Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2642119 6553608
83 1N/319/14.355 400 N  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2103966 12/9/01 Wed 135 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Dark Light Rain Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2642165 6553232
84 1N/319/14.555 200 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2200079 21/5/02 Tue 1555 DB VAN1 alcohol not suspected, tested and -ve (MoT 
use only), fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep)  ENV: 
heavy rain
Wet Overcast Heavy 
Rain
Unknown Nil 1 0 0 2642354 6553197
85 1N/319/14.635 120 W  ORUAWHARO ROAD 9701522 22/3/97 Sat 1200 DB CAR1 alcohol suspected, fatigue (drowsy, tired, 
fell asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 1 0 2642433 6553210
86 1N/319/15.105 350 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2101342 2/3/01 Fri 1500 CB CAR1 lost control when turning, fatigue (drowsy, 
tired, fell asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 2 2642896 6553291
87 1N/319/15.205 450 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 9703259 19/7/97 Sat 145 CB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Wet Dark Fine Unknown Nil 0 2 0 2642994 6553309
88 1N/319/15.255 500 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2500112 25/7/05 Mon 1547 BC CAR1 alcohol not suspected, tested and -ve (MoT 
use only), swung wide on bend, fatigue (drowsy, 
tired, fell asleep)
Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 1 2 0 2643044 6553316
89 1N/319/15.275 520 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2503492 12/6/05 Sun 1355 DA CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Overcast Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2643064 6553318
90 1N/319/15.455 700 E  ORUAWHARO ROAD 2401253 14/2/04 Sat 1735 DB CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 0 0 1 2643242 6553294
91 1N/319/17.255 2500 S  ORUAWHARO ROAD 9700144 17/7/97 Thu 1600 BE CAR1 fatigue (drowsy, tired, fell asleep) Dry Bright 
Sun
Fine Unknown Nil 3 0 0 2644325 6552082
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Appendix D – Strategy priority list
Priority Project Year 07/08 Year 08/09 Year 09/10
1 Clear Zoning $150k $50k $50k
2 Vibraline $150k $150k $150k
3 Billboards $10k $5k $2.5k
4 Education $50k $50k $50k
5 Enforcement Nil Nil Nil
